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Hierarchical Coded Matrix Multiplication
Shahrzad Kiani, Nuwan Ferdinand, and Stark C. Draper
Abstract—In distributed computing systems slow working
nodes, known as stragglers, can greatly extend finishing times.
Coded computing is a technique that enables straggler-resistant
computation. Most coded computing techniques presented to date
provide robustness by ensuring that the time to finish depends
only on a set of the fastest nodes. However, while stragglers do
compute less work than non-stragglers, in real-world commercial
cloud computing systems (e.g., Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud
(EC2)) the distinction is often a soft one. In this paper, we develop
hierarchical coded computing that exploits the work completed
by all nodes, both fast and slow, automatically integrating the
potential contribution of each. We first present a conceptual
framework to represent the division of work amongst nodes in
coded matrix multiplication as a cuboid partitioning problem.
This framework allows us to unify existing methods and motivates
new techniques. We then develop three methods of hierarchical
coded computing that we term bit-interleaved coded computation
(BICC), multilevel coded computation (MLCC), and hybrid hi-
erarchical coded computation (HHCC). In this paradigm, each
worker is tasked with completing a sequence (a hierarchy) of
ordered subtasks. The sequence of subtasks, and the complexity
of each, is designed so that partial work completed by stragglers
can be used in, rather than ignored. We note that our methods
can be used in conjunction with any coded computing method.
We illustrate this showing how we can use our methods to
accelerate all previously developed coded computing technique
by enabling them to exploit stragglers. Under a widely studied
statistical model of completion time, our approach realizes a 66%
improvement in expected finishing time. On Amazon EC2, the
gain was 28% when stragglers are simulated.
I. INTRODUCTION
The advent of large scale machine learning algorithms and
data analytics has increased the demand for computation. Such
computation often cannot be performed in a single computer
due to limited processing power and available memory. Par-
allelization is necessary. In an idealized distributed setting
highly parallelizable tasks can be accelerated proportional to
the number of working nodes. However, in many cloud-based
systems, slow working nodes, known as stragglers, present a
bottleneck that can prevent the realization of faster compute
times [5]. Recent studies show that for certain linear algebraic
tasks, such as matrix multiplication, the effect of stragglers can
be minimized through the use of error correction codes [6],
[7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. This idea, termed coded computing,
introduces redundant computations so that the completion
of any fixed-cardinality subset of tasks suffices to realize
the desired solution. Coded computing can greatly accelerate
many machine learning algorithms such as those that involve
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computing gradients, thus accelerating the training of large-
scale machine learning applications [12], [13], [14], [15], [16].
While matrix multiplication and gradient descent are two
types of coded computing problems that have been studied,
others include coded convolution [17], coded approximate
computing [18], sparse coded matrix multiplication [19], and
heterogeneous coded computing [20].
In most of the coded computing work to date a type of
erasure model is assumed. Workers either complete their job
or complete no work. While this can be a good model for
hardware failure, it is not a perfect model for all decentralized
computing sytems. In many systems one observes a spectrum
of completion speeds. One aim of this paper is to advocate
for a more nuanced view of stragglers. A processing node
may be slower than the average node, but yet may complete
some work. On the other hand, it may be faster than the
average node, a leader, and correspondingly able to complete
more work. We illustrate one method for maximizing the
contributions of both fast and slow workers in the context
of accelerating matrix-matrix multiplications. We believe the
general idea can be applied quite widely. In the remainder
of this section, we discuss the prior work we build on, some
contemporary work that thinks about how to exploit straglers,
and then we present our contributions.
A. Background: Stragglers and coded computing
A simple approach to deal with stragglers is to replicate
tasks. This is equivalent to repetition coding. However, if
the job can be linearly decomposed, the opportunity arises to
introduce redundancy more efficiently through the use of error-
correction codes. In particular, in [6] maximum distance sep-
arable (MDS) codes are used to develop a straggler-resistant
method of vector-matrix multiplication. This idea is extended
to matrix-matrix multiplication using product codes in [8].
In [9], coded computation based on polynomial interpolation
is introduced. Polynomial codes outperform product codes
in terms of their recovery threshold. This is the number of
workers that are required to complete their tasks for the master
to be able to recover the desired calculation. With memory
per worker fixed, the recovery threshold of polynomial codes
is further improved by MatDot codes [10], albeit at the cost
of increased per-worker computation. In addition to MatDot
coding, [10] introduces polyDot coding as a generalization and
unification of polynomial and MatDot codes. PolyDot codes
provide a tradeoff between the recovery threshold and the com-
putation load assigned to each worker. In works subsequent to
polyDot coding, [11] and [13] simultaneously arrived at new
coding methods that can improve the recovery threshold of
polyDot codes. These coding methods are respectively referred
to as entangled polynomial and Generalized polyDot codes.
2As already mentioned, a drawback to many of the initial
coded computing designs is that they rely only on the work
completed by a set of the fastest workers. They ignore
completely the work done by the slower workers. In the
terminology of error correction coding, these slower nodes
are modeled as erasures. However, in systems such as the
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), we observe partial
stragglers. Partial stragglers are slower, only able to complete
partial tasks by the time at which the faster workers have
completed their entire tasks. That said, the amount of work
stragglers can complete may be non-negligible. Thus, it can
be wasteful to ignore.
Recent literature (including our work) [12], [1], [21], [2],
[3], [4], [22], [23], [24] proposes methods to exploit the work
completed by stragglers, rather than ignoring it. The underly-
ing idea is to assign each worker a sequence of multiple small
subtasks rather than a single large task. The master is able to
complete the job by utilizing the computations completed by
all workers, stragglers simply contribute less. The concept of
exploiting partial straggler was first studied in [12] such that
each worker is assigned two groups of subtasks: naive and
coded subtasks. Non-straggler workers process both naive and
coded subtasks, while partial stragglers only complete naive
tasks. In [1], [21] each worker is tasked by a fully-coded
series of subtasks, where all tasks are coded with respect to
a single code. In [1], [21] the vector matrix multiplication
was first broken into computationally homogeneous subtasks;
each subtask was then encoded using a specific code: an
MDS code in [1] and a rateless fountain code in [21]. In our
paper [2] we further leverage the sequential computing nature
of each worker by introducing the concept of hierarchical
coding. This concept was explained based on the vector
matrix multiplication problem using MDS code. In hierarchical
coding, workers are all tasked to complete a hierarchy of
coded subtasks, each subtask is coded separately. We extended
special cases of hierarchical coding in [3], [4]. More recent
works that aim to exploit stragglers including [23], [24], [22]
complement the idea presented in [21] and the idea we present
in [1]. In [22] each worker is tasked by a specified fraction
of coded and uncoded computations. In [23] multiple coded
subtasks assigned to each worker are generated according to
the characteristics of universally decodable matrices. In [24]
each worker is tasked with completing a fully-uncoded series
of subtasks with respect to a predesigned computation order.
B. Contribution
In this paper we develop three novel approaches to coded
computing that can leverage the work completed by the
average node, can exploit the work completed by the strag-
glers, and can allow fast worker to contribute even more
to the overall computation. In analogy with some similarly-
structured approaches in coded modulation we term these
bit-interleaved coded computing (BICC), multilevel coded
computing (MLCC), and hybrid hierarchical coded computing
(HHCC) 1. As in all these approaches each processing unit
is presented with a hierarchy of tasks, we use the unifying
1BICC and MLCC were presented in part at [1], [2], [3] and [4].
term hierarchical coding to refer to the methods in aggre-
gate. Two ideas underlie our designs: assignment of multiple
subtasks to each worker, and recognition of the inherent
sequential processing nature of the workers. Before presenting
hierarchical coding later in the paper, in Sec. III we first
establish an equivalence between task allocation in coded
matrix multiplication and a geometric problem of partition-
ing a rectangular cuboid into subcuboids. The allocation of
tasks in the various coded matrix multiplication approaches
developed to date correspond to different partitionings of the
cuboid. The cuboid visualization will facilitates our extension
to hierarchical coding.
We now sketch the observations that lead to our code
designs. Our first observation is that by assiging each worker
multiple smaller subtasks we can realize a more continuous
completion process. This enables the exploitation of a broader
spectrum of workers, including stragglers, and motivates the
design of BICC. Our second observation is we recognize
the inherently sequential processing nature of compute nodes.
Once a worker is assigned multiple tasks, and due to se-
quential processing, more workers will finish their first as-
signed subtask than their second (or third, fourth, etc.). We
exploit this observation in MLCC by grouping subtasks into
levels, one subtask per level. Workers all start with their
first level subtask. Since the most workers complete their
first level subtask, we assign the first level the highest rate;
later levels generally receive lower rates. So, while in BICC
all subtasks are jointly encoded, in MLCC encoding distinct
levels is independently. On the one hand, this means that
BICC enjoys a more flexible recovery ability than MLCC,
which result in a lower computation time. On the other hand,
BICC suffers from more complicated decoding and higher
communication overhead than MLCC. These characteristics
roughly parallel bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) [25]
and multilevel coding (MLC) [26], hence the choice of names.
We also introduce randomized MLCC (RMLCC) in which
each worker randomly picks (without replacement) a level of
computation and completes the encoded subtask pertinent to
that level. Due to this random allocation mechanism and for
large enough number of workers, the same number of workers
on average are assigned with different permutation of orders.
This mitigates the recovery ability of MLCC. To combine the
strengths of BICC and MLCC we introduce a hybrid version.
This version realizes an achievable design trade-off between
computation, decoding, and communication times. We note
that our methods can be used in conjunction with any coded
computing method. We illustrate this showing how we can use
our methods to accelerate all previously developed coded com-
puting technique by enabling them to exploit stragglers. We
prove both theoretically and experimentally that our proposed
hierarchical techniques improve the total finishing time when
applies to standard coded computing schemes. We numerically
show that our method realizes a 66% improvement in the
expected finishing time for a widely studied modeled of shifted
exponential completion time of each subtask. On Amazon EC2,
the gain was 28% when stragglers are simulated.
3C. Outine
Other than a brief discussion of notation (next), the rest of
the paper is laid out as follows. In Sec. II we describe a system
model that is considered in this paper and discuss the relevant
performance measures. In Sec. III we introduce our cuboid
partitioning visualization and detail the state-of-the-art coded
matrix multiplication approaches through this visualization. In
Sec. IV we first introduce BICC, MLCC, and HHCC in detail
and then compare these hierarchical coding schemes. In Sec. V
we theoretically analyze the finishing time of non-hierarchical
and hierarchical designs and provide a parameter design for
BICC and MLCC. In Sec. VI we experimentally show that
hierarchical coding decreases the total finishing time when
compared to non-hierarchical coding. Finally, we conclude our
contribution in Sec. VII.
D. Notation
Sets are denoted using calligraphic font, e.g., S. The cardi-
nality of a finite set S is denoted |S|. We use bold upper case,
e.g., A, for matrices. The entry in the ith row and jth column
of A, is denoted as ai,j . The submatrix of A is obtained by
selecting out a collection of rows, Sr, and columns, Sc, is
denoted AS where S “ Sr ˆ Sc. To denote the ith element
of Sr we write Sr,i, which is a row-index into the A matrix.
Similarly, Sc,i is column-index into A matrix. We also use the
notation rqs ` c “ t1` c, . . . , q` cu for the shifted index set,
where q, c P Z`; rqs means c “ 0.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider the problem of multiplying two matrices
A P RNxˆNz and B P RNzˆNy in a distributed coded
system that consists of a central node, referred as the master,
and N individual nodes, called workers. We parallelize the
computation of the matrix product AB P RNxˆNy among N
workers by providing each a subset of the data and requesting
each to carry out specific computations. In Sec. II-A we detail
our model of a distributed coded matrix multiplication system.
In Sec. II-B we define the performance metrics we use to
compare designs.
A. Distributed coded matrix multiplication
In the following we first explain the system model of
a distributed coded matrix multiplication problem through
six phases: data partitioning, encoding, distribution, worker
computation, result aggregation, and decoding phases. This
system model is summarized in Fig. 1. We then define the
terminology we use and detail phases of two state-of-the-art
coding schemes, polynomial [9] and MatDot [10] codes.
Phase 1 (Data partitioning): We first partition the overall
computation of the matrix product AB into K equal-sized2
computations. The master will be able to recover the AB
product if and only if all K computations are completed.
To accomplish this the master first partitions the data by
dividing A and (separately) B into, respectively, MxMz and
2The load allocation is assumed to be homogeneous; the extension of this
assumption to a heterogeneous system is discussed is Sec. V-B
MzMy equal-sized matrices of dimension Nx{Mx ˆNz{Mz
and Nz{Mz ˆNy{My):
tASxiˆSzj | i P rMxs, j P rMzsu,
tBSzjˆSyk | j P rMzs, k P rMysu, (1)
where K “MxMzMy. Sxi,Szj , and Syk are respectively the
subsets of (generally, but not necessarily) consecutive elements
of rNxs, rNzs, and rNys. To ensure that the submatrices
ASxiˆSzj (and BSzjˆSyk ) partition the entire matrix A (and
B), these subsets must satisfy
Ť
iPrMxs, jPrMz s Sxi ˆ Szj “rNxs ˆ rNzs (and
Ť
jPrMz s, kPrMys Szj ˆ Syk “ rNzs ˆrNys). Note that, in general the submatrices ASxiˆSzj (and
BSzjˆSyk ), i P rNxs, j P rNzs (k P rNys), can have overlap;
that simply would mean certain elements of the matrix AB
would be computed more than once. For conceptual clarity for
the moment, we assume that they are disjoint.
This partitioning process can be reversed use a concatena-
tion. For example, let’s assume that the matrix ASxiˆSzj con-
tains all elements aSxi,ix ,Szj,iz , where ix P rtNx{Mxus ` pi´
1qtNx{Mxu and iz P rtNz{Mzus` pj´1qtNz{Mzu. Likewise,
the matrixBSzjˆSyk contains all elements bSzj,iz ,Syk,iy , where
iz P rtNz{Mzus`pj´1qtNz{Mzu and iy P rtNy{Myus`pk´
1qtNy{Myu. We can therefore reverse theA andB partitioning
by concatenating the matrices:
A “
»
—–
ASx1ˆSz1 . . . ASx1ˆSzMz
...
. . .
...
ASxMxˆSz1 . . . ASxMxˆSzMz
fi
ffifl ,
B “
»
—–
BSz1ˆSy1 . . . BSz1ˆSyMy
...
. . .
...
BSzMzˆSy1 . . . BSzMzˆSyMy
fi
ffifl . (2)
Once the data A and B are partitioned, K pairs of matrices
can be matched up to yield the AB product,
tASxiˆSzjBSzjˆSyk | i P rMxs, j P rMzs, k P rMysu.
In particular, we now present two particular partitionings of
theAB product, which we refer to as inner-product and outer-
product partitioning.
In inner-product partitioning the A and B matrices are
respectively partitioned horizontally and vertically. That is
Mz “ 1. The AB product is thereby divided into K inner
products, each between a group of rows in A and a group
of columns in B. One way to achieve K inner products is to
divide A and B into
?
K equal-sized matrices 3. We partition
A horizontally into Mx “
?
K matrices ASxiˆrNzs, where
i P r?Ks and Sxi “ rtNx{
?
Kus ` pi ´ 1qtNx{
?
Ku. We
partition B vertically into My “
?
K matrices BrNzsˆSyi ,
where i P r?Ks and Syi “ rtNy{
?
Kus ` pi ´ 1qtNy{
?
Ku.
The AB product is thereby divided into K computations of
matrix products ASxiˆrNzsBrNzsˆSyj , i, j P r
?
Ks.
In contrast to inner-product partitioning, in outer-product
partitioning A and B are, respectively, divided vertically and
horizontally into Mz “ K sub-matrices. That means that A
3Assume
?
K « t?Ku. We ignore the integer effects to clarify th
conceptual framework. In our implementation results we address integer
effects.
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Master Node
k 1 . . . K
ASk
BS¯k
Master Node
n 1 2 . . . N
Aˆpnq
Bˆpnq
worker 1:
Aˆp1q Bˆp1q
ˆ
worker 2:
Aˆp2q Bˆp2q
ˆ
worker N :
AˆpNqBˆpNq
ˆ
Master Node
i
AˆpniqBˆpniq
1 2 . . . R k 1 . . . K
ASkBS¯k
Fig. 1: A master-worker model for distributed coded matrix multiplication problem.
(B) is divided into K matrices ArNxsˆSzi (BSziˆrNys), where
i P rKs and Szi “ rtNz{Kus ` pi ´ 1qtNz{Ku. Therefore,
Mx “My “ 1. In outer-product partitioning the AB product
is divided into a set of K outer products, each between a
group of columns in A and a group of rows in B, i.e.,
ArNxsˆSziBSziˆrNys, where i P rKs.
Another option is to combine the inner-product and the
outer-product ideas, partitioning A and B both horizontally
and vertically, i.e., Mx,Mz, and My ą 1. We term this
combinatorial data partitioning.
Phase 2 (Encoding): In this phase redundancy is introduced
into computations so that the desired AB product can be
recovered from a subset of completed tasks. To introduce such
redundancy, the master encodes the partitioned data from (1)
to generate N pairs of encoded matrices:
tpAˆpnq, Bˆpnqq|n P rN su.
Typically, each coding scheme corresponds to a specific data
partitioning structure. In Examples 1 and 2 we detail the
encoding phase of polynomial [9] and MatDot [10] codes.
Phase 3 (Distribution): In this phase the master distributes
the encoded data, sending Aˆpnq and Bˆpnq to the nth worker.
Phase 4 (Worker computation): Worker n computes the
product AˆpnqBˆpnq, and transmits the result to the master as
soon as it is completed.
Phase 5 (Results aggregation): The master aggregates
completed results from workers till it receives R out of N
completed matrix products AˆpnqBˆpnq. We note that R is a
function of Mx,Mz, and My. For example, in polyDot [10],
entangled polynomial [11], and product [8] codes
RPdot “ 2MxMzMy ´MxMy,
REnt “MxMzMy `Mz ´ 1,
RProduct “ pMx `My ´ 2q
?
N ´ pMx ´ 1qpMy ´ 1q ` 1.
(3)
Polynomial codes [9] and MatDot codes [10] are special codes
of polyDot codes, as Mz “ 1 in polynomial codes and Mx “
My “ 1 in MatDot codes. The recovery thresholds of these
two coding schemes therefore are
RPoly “MxMy,
RMat “ 2Mz ´ 1. (4)
Phase 6 (Decoding): The master recovers the AB product
by implementing the decoding algorithm corresponding to the
coding scheme used in the encoding phase. In Examples 1
and 2 we detail the decoding phase of polynomial [9] and
MatDot [10] codes.
We now highlight the terminology we use to describe the
system model of standard coded computing.
Definition 1: (Information dimension): We use K to
denote the information dimension of a code. The information
dimension refers to the number of useful (non-redundant) com-
putations into which the main computational job is partitioned.
In other words, completion of the computational job depends
on the completion of at least K computations.
Definition 2: (Block length): The block length of a code
refers to the total number of coded computational tasks that are
encoded fromK computations. In standard coded computation
we use N to denote number of workers which also refers to
the block length of a code.
Note that in this terminology, K
N
refers as a rate of a code.
That is, for K useful computations, the encoder generates N
encoded tasks.
Definition 3: (Recovery threshold): The recovery threshold
refers to the minimum number of encoded tasks that are
required to be completed, so that the main computational job
can be recovered. We use R to denote the recovery threshold
of a code. (N.B. R is reserved for recovery threshold in coded
computing, and not the rate.)
We note that in the existing literature often only two of
the above parameters are specified, e.g., N and R (and not
K). This is because in many of those works there is a
functional relationship between K,N, and R, e.g., K “ RPoly
in polynomial codes [9]. In the present paper we introduce all
three, K,N, and R, so that our discussion can encompass all
previous coding schemes. We now detail the system model of
two specific coded matrix multiplication problems.
Example 1 (polynomial coded matrix multiplication [9]):
To use polynomial coding, the master uses inner-product data
5partitioning. To allocate tasks to N workers, the master applies
polynomial codes (separately) to ASxiˆrNzs and BrNzsˆSyj ,
where i, j P r?Ks. This generates N encoded submatrices
Aˆpnq and Bˆpnq, where n P rN s4. For example, if K “ 4
(
?
K “ 2),
Aˆpnq “ pASx1ˆrNzs `ASx2ˆrNzsnq P R
Nx
2
ˆNz ,
Bˆpnq “ pBrNzsˆSy1 `BrNzsˆSy2n2q P RNzˆ
Ny
2 .
For polynomial codes of information dimension K , the
recovery threshold is RPoly “ K . For example, if K “ 4,
the master can decode from any RPoly “ 4 encoded products.
For K “ 4, the polynomial AˆpxqBˆpxq is a polynomial
of degree 3 and therefore can be recovered via polynomial
interpolation from any 4 distinct values. Once the master
receives any RPoly results, it decodes the AB matrix via
polynomial interpolation [9].
Example 2 (MatDot coded matrix multiplication [10]):
In contrast to polynomial codes, MatDot codes use outer-
product data partitioning. The master leverages polynomials to
generateN pairs of encoded submatrices pAˆpnq, Bˆpnqq, where
n P rN s from the 2K submatrices ArNxsˆSzi and BSziˆrNys,
where i P K . For K “ 2, the encoded submatrices are
Aˆpnq “ pArNxsˆSz1 `ArNxsˆSz2nq P RNxˆ
Nz
4 ,
Bˆpnq “ pBSz1ˆrNysn`BSz2ˆrNysq P R
Nz
4
ˆNy .
For MatDot codes, the recovery threshold is RMat “ 2K´1.
For example, if K “ 4, then RMat “ 7. Once the mas-
ter receives any RMat results, it interpolates the polynomial
AˆpnqBˆpnq and recover the AB product.
B. Performance measures
To compare the performance of different coding schemes,
we now introduce the measures we use. We start by grouping
the measures into four categories: communication, worker
computation, encoding, and decoding costs.
Communications cost We define the input communication
load of the nth worker as the number of real numbers that
the master distributes to the nth worker in the distribution
phase. We use output communication load to describe the
communication load in the results aggregation phase which
is generally not equal to that of the distribution phase. We use
C inn and C
out
n to denote the respective loads.
As an illustration, Table I summarizes C inn and C
out
n for
the polynomial and MatDot coding examples of Sec. II-A.
For polynomial codes, since the input matrices are Aˆpnq P
R
Nx?
K
ˆNz and Bˆpnq P RNzˆ
Ny?
K , the input and output
communication load of nth worker is obtained by C inn “
pNxNz `NyNzq{
?
K and Coutn “ NxNy{K . For MatDot
codes, the input matrices are of dimension Nx ˆ Nz{K
and Nz{K ˆ Nz , and thus C inn “ pNxNz `NzNyq{K and
Coutn “ NxNy .
In addition to load, the time to communicate is also an
important measure. We use T commn to denote the nth worker’s
4In our setting, the value that the polynomial is evaluated for each worker
corresponds to the index of the worker.
C inn C
comp
n C
out
n
Example 1 NxNz?
K
` NzNy?
K
NxNzNy
K
NxNy
K
Example 2 NxNz
K
` NzNy
K
NxNzNy
K
NxNy
TABLE I: Comparison of polynomial codes and MatDot codes across
load measurements.
communication time, the time to communicate a scalar real
number between master and worker n (in either direction).
We assume a linear relation, C inn T
comm
n to compute the nth
worker’s communication time for conveying C inn real numbers.
In other words, given T commn it takes the master C
in
nT
comm
n sec
to convey the input data consisting of C inn real numbers to the
nth worker. Similarly, it takes the nth worker Coutn T
comm
n sec
to convey the output data Coutn to the master.
Worker computation cost Similar to communication cost,
we define both load and latency measurements for worker
computation cost. The computation load, denoted by C
comp
n ,
measures the number of multiply-and-accumulate operations
that worker n performs in the computation phase. For a fixed
K , in both examples of Sec. II-A, the nth worker has the same
computation load: C
comp
n “ NxNzNy{K , c.f. Table I.
The latency measurement indicates the amount of time it
would take worker n to compute a multiply-and-accumulate
operation. We call this the computation time of the nth worker
and denote it T
comp
n . We assume workers make linear progress.
Given T
comp
n , worker n would take C
comp
n T
comp
n sec to perform
C
comp
n multiply-and-accumulate operations.
Encoding cost The encoding cost of a scheme counts the
number of multiply-and-accumulate operations required. We
use Cencn to denote the encoding cost of worker n. In the
polynomial code example, to generate Aˆpnq we first multiply
size t Nx?
K
u ˆ Nz matrices by a scalar. We then sum
?
K
matrices of dimensions t Nx?
K
u ˆ Nz . This requires NxNz
multiply-and-accumulate operations. Similarly, to generate
Bˆpnq, NzNy multiply-and-accumulate operations are required.
Therefore, the encoding cost of worker n in the example is
Cencn “ NxNz ` NzNy. This is also equal to Cencn for the
MatDot codes example. We note that, in the case of dealing
with very large matrices, where K ! minpNx, Nz, Nyq, the
encoding cost is negligible in comparison to the computation
load. In particular, NxNz ` NzNy ! NxNzNy{K in the
two examples. Therefore, we ignore the encoding time when
calculating the finishing time in Sec. V.
Decoding cost Decoding complexity depends on many
factors such as the hardware specification and the decoding
algorithm implementation. For instance, in both Examples 1
and 2 decoding complexity is governed by the complexity
of interpolating a degree R ´ 1 polynomial, which is order
OppR ´ 1q log2pR´ 1qq [9].
III. A UNIFIED GEOMETRIC MODEL
We now present a conceptual framework wherein the decom-
position of a matrix multiplication task into smaller computa-
tions can geometrically be visualized as the partitioning of a
three-dimensional cuboid. This visualization would be used in
the data partitioning phase of Sec. II-A. In this section we show
6that the data partitioning phase in various prior coded matrix
multiplication approaches, e.g., polynomial [9], MatDot [10]
codes, and others, corresponds to different partitions of the
cuboid. Starting from this geometric perspective, in Sec. IV
we design hierarchical coding in such a way that this idea can
immediately be combined with all coded matrix multiplication
schemes.
A. 3D visualization: Standard matrix multiplication
Standard (non-coded) matrix multiplication techniques for
computing the product AB, where A P RNxˆNz and B P
R
NzˆNy , require NxNzNy basic operations, each of which
is a multiply-and-accumulate. This basic operation g : R ˆ
R ˆ R Ñ R is defined pointwise as gpa, b, cq “ ab ` c. One
method to compute each entry of AB is iteratively to apply
the basic operation Nz times to calculate an inner product (cf.,
Alg. 1).
Algorithm 1: [C] = MatMult(A,B)
1 Input:A P RNxˆNz , B P RNzˆNy ,
2 Output:C P RNxˆNy
1: forall ix P rNxs, iy P rNys:
2: cix,iy “ 0
3: for iz P rNzs:
4: cix,iy “ gpaix,iz , biz,iy , cix,iy q
5: end for
6: end forall
Each basic operation is indexed by a positive integer triple
pix, iz, iyq P I “ rNxs ˆ rNzs ˆ rNys such that the pairs
pix, izq and piz, iyq index the entries of A and B that serve
as the a and b entries in gpa, b, cq. In 3D space each integer
triple pix, iz, iyq can be visualized as indexing a unit cube
situated within a rectangular cuboid of integer edge lengths
pNx, Nz, Nyq (cf., Fig. 2a). The unit square in either the xz
or zy plane corresponds to the index pair pix, izq or piz , iyq
and geometrically specifies the aix,iz or biz ,iy element of the
A or B matrix. Each unit square in the xy plane represents
an entry of the desired matrix product AB.
B. 3D visualization: Data partitioning in coded computing
We now employ the 3D cuboid visualization to understand
the data partitioning phase of coded matrix multiplication.
The partitioning of the AB product into K “ MxMzMy
computations can be visualized as a partitioning of the 3D
cuboid. This partitioning slices the cuboid into K equal-sized
subcuboids by making Mx ´ 1 parallel cuts along the x-
axis, Mz ´ 1 parallel cuts along the z-axis, and My ´ 1
parallel cuts along the y-axis. There are eight possible cuboid
partitions. Each corresponds to a distinct approach to coded
matrix multiplication. Each of the eight partitionings is defined
by slicing the 3D cuboid along a specific subset of directions
tx, z, yu. All the eight partitionings are represented by a tree
in Fig. 3. Slicing or not slicing along each axis are illustrated,
respectively, by labeling edge of the tree with a “1” or a “0”.
For instance, product codes [8] and polynomial codes [9]
correspond to slicing along the x- and y-axes. This results in
inner-product partitioning. The decomposition used in the data
partitioning phase of polynomial coding example, discussed in
Sec. II, slices the 3D cuboid into K equal-sized subcuboids
by making
?
K´1 parallel cuts along the x-axis and ?K´1
parallel cuts along the y-axis. This partitioning is depicted in
Fig. 2b for K “ 4. MatDot codes [10] slice along the z-axis,
which defines the outer-product partitioning. As is illustrated in
Fig. 2c, the 3D cuboid partitioning for MatDot codes involves
K ´ 1 “ 3 slices along the z-axis.
PolyDot codes [10] and entangled polynomial codes [11]
slice the 3D cuboid along all (x-, y-, z-) axes. This is what we
termed combinatorial partitioning (cf., Fig.2d). Slicing along
either (x-,z-) or (y-,z-) axes are special cases of slicing along
the (x-, y-, z-) axes, where only one matrix is split both
horizontally and vertically and the other matrix is split in only
one direction. Slicing along x- or y-axis specifically models
coded vector-matrix or coded matrix-vector multiplication. It
also, more generally, models coded matrix multiplication in
which only one matrix is split. The last category, denoted by
empty set, represents an pN,Nq repetition code in which each
of the N workers is tasked with completing the entire AB
product.
The K equal-sized subcuboids into which the 3D cuboid is
partitioned correspond to K distinct computations. We use the
term information block to refer to each of these subcuboids.
Note that the number of information blocks is equal to the
information dimension K of the error correction code that we
introduced earlier.
IV. HIERARCHICAL CODED MATRIX MULTIPLICATION
Building from our cuboid perspective, we now introduce
hierarchical coded computing. The intuition underlying hierar-
chical coding is to subdivide the single task that each worker
is assigned with in (non-hierarchical) coded computing into a
number of smaller subtasks. The division into a number of sub-
tasks allows each worker to make progress through its assigned
tasks in a more continuous, incremental manner. Since each
worker progresses through a sequence or hierarchy of subtasks,
we term these hierarchical methods. Once we break each
(original) task into the smaller subtasks we have flexibility
in how to apply coding across the subtasks. We present three
alternatives: BICC (bit-interleaved coded computing), MLCC
(multilevel coded computing), and HHCC (hybrid hierarchical
coded computing). Each has its respective strengths.
In Fig. 4 we illustrate a toy example for each scheme.
Figure 4a corresponds to BICC, Fig. 4b to MLCC, and Fig. 4c
to HHCC. We assume that we have N “ 3 workers, and we
need two third of computations to be completed in order to
complete the main computational job. In all three figures each
worker is provided P “ 4 encoded subtasks. In traditional
non-hierarchical coded computing P “ 1, and there would
be a single task for each worker. As Fig. 4a illustrates, one
hierarchical approach is BICC that applies a single code across
all the subtasks, such that the block length of the code, which
equals the number of encoded subtasks, is NP “ 12. Two
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Fig. 2: (a) 3D visualization of the basic operations involved in matrix multiplication where Nx “ 10, Ny “ 6, and Nz “ 8. (b)-(d)
Cuboid partitioning structure for some coded schemes where N ě 8: (b) Polynomial code where K “ 4, R “ 4; (c) MatDot code where
K “ 4, R “ 7; (d) PolyDot code, where K “ 4 and R “ 12.
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Fig. 3: Decision tree for the 3D cuboid partitioning structure, where “1” and “0” on the edges of the tree identify the slicing and not
slicing along each axis, respectively. Rep, MtxVec, and VecMtx are the abbreviation for repetition codes, matrix-vector multiplication, and
vector-matrix multiplication, respectively.
third of these subtasks, which results in the recovery threshold
RBICC “ 8, are required to be completed.
A second hierarchical approach is MLCC that groups the
subtasks into L “ 4 levels of computation. Each level contains
a single subtask for each worker, hence L “ P (cf. Fig. 4b).
In MLCC the master collects the required eight completed
subtasks through four smaller codes each of which has a block
length N “ 3. The total recovery threshold is split into per-
level recovery thresholds Rl such that
ř
lPr4sRl “ 8. We note
that since all workers start with their first (encoded) subtask
and sequentially work their way through their P subtasks,
more workers will complete their first subtask than their P -
th. Therefore, we (in general) use a higher-rate code, i.e., a
larger recover threshold Rl, for l “ 1 than for l “ P .
Finally, as is illustrated in Fig. 4c, in HHCC we combine
these two ideas. In this example, there are LHHCC “ 2 levels
of computation, but each worker also has Pl “ 2 subtasks
per level , l P r2s. The block length of both levels is thus
PlN “ 6, while it is 12 in BICC and 3 in MLCC. The
master collects eight required subtasks through two codes with
recovery thresholds R1 “ 5 and R2 “ 3, so that
ř
l Rl “ 8.
The categorization of traditional non-hierarchical coded
computing, BICC, MLCC, and HHCC is presented in Table II.
There are two design axes. The first is the number of codes
used. A single code, which corresponds to a single level of the
hierarchy (non-hierarchical and BICC) or multiple codes, i.e.,
multiple levels (MLCC and HHCC). The other design axis is
the number of encoded subtasks each woker is assigned per
level. Either a single subtask (non-hierarchical and MLCC) or
multiple subtasks (BICC and HHCC) per level. In Table III
we summarize the notation we use for both hierarchical and
non-hierarchical schemes.
A. Bit-interleaved coded matrix multiplication
In the following We detail the six phases of the
system model for BICC with parameters pLBICC “
1,KBICC, P,N,RBICCq.
Data partitioning phase and cuboid visualization: Sim-
ilar to non-hierarchical coding, in BICC LBICC “ 1. The
master directly decomposes the single-level computational
job into KBICC equal-sized sub-computations. In contrast to
the information dimension K in non-hierarchical coding, in
BICC the information dimension is KBICC “ PK . This is
equal to the number of equal-sized sub-computations into
which the matrix product AB is partitioned. From the cuboid
perspective, to realize a KBICC we first assume that KBICC “
Mx,BICCMz,BICCMy,BICC. Based on this assumption, we par-
tition the cuboid into KBICC equal-sized information blocks
5
with Mx,BICC ´ 1 slices along the x-axis and Mz,BICC ´ 1
and My,BICC ´ 1 slices along the z- and y-axes, respectively.
Such a partitioning is equivalent to partitioning the matrix A
into Mx,BICCMz,BICC equal-sized matrices ASxiˆSzj , where
i P rMx,BICCs and j P rMz,BICCs. Likewise, the master parti-
tions the matrix B into Mz,BICCMy,BICC equal-sized matrices
BSzjˆSyk , where j P rMz,BICCs and k P rMy,BICCs. The
matrix ASxiˆSzj is of dimension Nx{Mx,BICCˆNz{Mz,BICC,
and BSzjˆSyk is of dimension Nz{Mz,BICC ˆ Ny{My,BICC
5As before, we comment that these information blocks can be allowed to
overlap. For simplicity of presentation, we assume they are disjoint.
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Fig. 4: Toy examples of non-hierarchical and hierarchical coded computation, where we need 2 out of 3 computations to be completed.
Single subtask per level Multi-subtask per level
Single level
Non-h
(LNon-h “ 1, PNon-h “ 1)
BICC
(LBICC “ 1, P ą 1)
Multi-level
MLCC
(L ą 1, Pl,MLCC “ 1)
HHCC
(LHHCC ą 1, Pl ą 1)
TABLE II: Parameter decision in different methods of hierarchical coding and non-hierarchical schemes.
Non-hier BICC MLCC HHCC
Block length N NP N tNPlulPrLHHCCs
Information
dimension
K KBICC “ KP Kl,
Př
l“1
Kl “ Ksum “ KP Kl,HHCC,
LHHCCř
l“1
Kl,HHCC “ KP
Recovery
threshold
R RBICC Rl,
Př
l“1
Rl “ RP Rl,HHCC,
LHHCCř
l“1
Rl,HHCC “ RP
# Levels 1 1 L “ P LHHCC P r1, P s
# Subtasks
per level
1 P Pl,MLCC “ 1,
Př
l“1
Pl,MLCC “ P Pl P r1, P s,
LHHCCř
l“1
Pl “ P
TABLE III: Summary of parameters used in this paper.
for all i P rMx,BICCs, j P rMz,BICCs, and k P rMy,BICCs.
Note that given KBICC we have freedom to choose the design
parameters Mx,BICC,Mz,BICC, and My,BICC. Different choices
yield different performance in terms of the input and output
communication time. In next sections we provide and numer-
ically test a specific choice that makes analyses easier.
Encoding phase: The master encodes 2KBICC matricesASk
and (separately) BS¯k , k P rKBICCs, to generate PN pairs
of encoded matrices pAˆpnq, Bˆpnqq, where n P rPN s. For
instance, if we follow [9], polynomials are used to generate
encoded matrices. To generate encoded matrices for worker
n P rN s, the master evaluates polynomials Aˆpxq and Bˆpxq at
P distinct points. We use x P tpn´1qP`1, . . . , pn´1qP`P u.
Distribution phase: The master transmits P distinct pairs
of encoded matrices pAˆppn´1qP`pq, Bˆppn´1qP`pqq, where
p P rP s to worker n P rN s. All matrices are distributed to
distinct workers, i.e., no single matrix is given to two workers.
We note that Aˆpnq and Bˆpnq are, respectively, of dimensions
Nx{Mx,BICC ˆNz{Mz,BICC and Nz{Mz,BICC ˆNy{My,BICC.
Worker computation phase: The n-th worker first com-
putes Cˆppn´ 1qP ` 1q “ Aˆppn´ 1qP ` 1qBˆppn´ 1qP ` 1q
and transmits the result Cˆppn´ 1qP ` 1q back to the master.
That same worker next computes Cˆppn´ 1qP ` 2q “ Aˆppn´
1qP ` 2qBˆppn´ 1qP ` 2q and sends the result to the master.
Likewise, it sequentially completes subtasks up to P subtasks,
transmitting each result to the master. The transmission of
partial (per-sub-task) results is a novel aspect of BICC and
is an essential aspect required to exploit the work performed
by all workers.
Result aggregation phase: The master receives
Nx{Mx,BICC ˆ Ny{My,BICC matrices sequentially from
all workers till it receives at least RBICC « PR distinct
completed subtasks.
Decoding phase: Once the master collects RBICC completed
subtasks, it starts decoding. The decoding algorithm depends
on the code. If the master uses polynomial or MatDot codes in
the encoding phase, the master can use a polynomial interpola-
tion algorithm or, equivalently, a Reed-Solomon decoder [27].
B. Multilevel coded matrix multiplication
We now introduce the system model for MLCC of parame-
ters pL,Kl, P “ L,N,Rlq.
Data partitioning and cuboid visualization In contrast to
the one-phase cuboid partitioning of previous (bit-interleaved
or non-hierarchical) coded matrix multiplication schemes, in
MLCC the master partitions the cuboid in two steps. It first
partitions the cuboid into L “ P subcuboids each of which
we think of as a level of computation. We use the term
task block for each of these (L) first-stage subcuboids. The
9task block l P rLs can be visualized as a cuboid of dimensions
Nxl ˆNyl ˆNzl, whereÿ
lPrLs
NxlNylNzl “ NxNzNy. (5)
The above equality holds by the assumption of disjoint task
blocks. Partitioning the cuboid into task blocks is equivalent
to dividing the matrix A into L matrices tASxlˆSzl | l P rLsu
and dividing the matrix B into L matrices tBSzlˆSyl | l P rLsu,
where Nxl “ |Sxl| , Nzl “ |Szl| , and Nyl “ |Syl|. Through
this first step of partitioning the master decomposes the AB
product into L computations ASxlˆSzlBSzlˆSyl .
In the second partitioning step the master subdivides the
task block l P rLs into Kl “ MxlMzlMyl equal-sized in-
formation blocks each of dimensions Nxl{Mxl ˆNzl{Mzl ˆ
Nyl{Myl. Through this partitioning phase, the master parti-
tions ASxlˆSzl into MxlMzl equal-sized matrices denoted by
A
plq
mx,mz , where pmx,mzq P rMxls ˆ rMzls and l P rLs. Like-
wise the matrices BSzlˆSyl are partitioned intoMzlMyl equal-
sized matrices B
plq
mz ,my , where pmz ,myq P rMzls ˆ rMyls
and l P rLs. Note that the matrix product ASxlˆSzlBSzlˆSyl
pertinent to the l task block is partitioned into Kl matrix
multiplication A
plq
mx,mzB
plq
mz,my .
Two comments are in order. First, we assume that Nxl, Nzl
and Nyl are, respectively, much larger than Mxl,Mzl and
Myl. This assumption allows us to ignore integer effects.
Second, if vl denotes the integer volume of the lth task block,
i.e., vl “ NxlNylNzl, we choose Mxl,Mzl and Myl so
that vl{pMxlMzlMylq is (approximately) constant for all
l P rLs. While we need not make this choice, we make
it to keep the quanta of computation constant across levels.
The implication is that information blocks will be of (approx-
imately) constant volume. In particular, we choose there to be
Ksum “
ř
lPrLsKl information blocks each of (approximate)
volume NxNzNy{Ksum. This assumption will prove useful
when computing the response times of workers and when
comparing to the results of previous papers. We note that the
assumption that we keep
vl{pMxlMzlMylq « NxNzNy{Ksum (6)
constant does not mean that the height, width and depth of
information blocks must be the same across different levels.
Only the volume of information blocks is kept constant. The
volume corresponds to the number of basic operations in each
computation and thus each subtask is an equal amount of work.
Encoding phase: For each level l P rLs, the master
generates N pairs of encoded matrices pAˆlpnq, Bˆlpnqq, n P
rN s, from the 2Kl matrices Aplqmx,mz and Bplqmz,my , where
pmx,mz,myq P rMxlsˆrMzlsˆrMyls. To do this, the master
applies coding across the matrices A
plq
mx,mz and (separately)
B
plq
mz,my . To generate L encoded matrices for worker n P rN s,
L distinct codes are used. For instance, by using polyno-
mial codes [9], the master evaluates L pairs of polynomials
pAˆlpxq, Bˆlpxqq, l P rLs, at x “ n to generates encoded
matrices for worker n P rN s.
Distribution phase: The master sends P “ L pairs of
encoded matrices to each worker. For the nth worker this
is the set tpAˆlpnq, Bˆlpnqq | l P rLsu. Note that, for l P rLs,
the encoded matrices Aˆlpnq and Bˆlpnq are, respectively, of
dimensions Nxl{Mxl ˆNzl{Mzl and Nzl{Mzl ˆNyl{Myl.
Worker computation phase: The worker sequentially com-
putes its P “ L subtasks, Aˆ1pnqBˆ1pnq through AˆLpnqBˆLpnq.
Each worker sends each completed subtask to the master as
soon as it is finished.
Result aggregation phase: To recover all the
information blocks that make up the lth level of computation
(and thus to recover the lth task block), the master must
receive at least Rl jobs from the N workers. Any subset of
cardinality at least Rl of tAˆlpnqBˆlpnq |n P rN su will suffices.
We term the choice of per-level recovery thresholds tRlulPrLs
the recovery profile. The recovery profile is something
that we optimize in Sec. V, based on the statistics of the
distribution of processing times. Furthermore, in MLCC the
same amount of computation compared to BICC is required
to be completed, i.e.,
řL
l“1Rl “ LR.
Decoding phase: Due to the independence encoding of each
level, the decoding phase of MLCC can be carried out either
in a serial, a parallel, or a streaming manner across levels.
In serial and parallel decoding the master starts decoding
when it receives enough completed jobs from all levels. In
serial decoding the master pipelines the decoding. In parallel
decoder, decoding of all levels is run in parallel after that the
computation of all levels is finished. In streaming decoding
the master starts decoding each level once it receives enough
completed jobs of that specific level. The master doesn’t need
to wait for all levels to be finished.
Remark 1: We note that uniform randomly shuffling the
order of levels which workers work through can mitigate the
need to design an optimal recovery profile in MLCC. This is
indeed a special case of MLCC in which workers randomly
pick an encoded subtask (without replacement) and sends its
result to the master as soon as it is completed. We term this
approach randomized MLCC (RMLCC). In RMLCC, we set
the recovery profile to be Rl “ R for all l P rLs, thus
mitigating the need to profile design. The intuition behind
this setting is because of the fact that for N " L, on
average an equal-sized group of workers would try different
permutations of orders. Therefore, each level would get the
same attention. This makes the expected finishing time of
levels to be approximately the same without a need to design
the recovery profile.
C. Hybrid hierarchical coded matrix multiplication
We now introduce HHCC as a general hierarchical coding
approach, with BICC and MLCC as two special cases. Given
(LHHCC,Kl,HHCC, P,N,Rl,HHCCq, we next detail HHCC.
Data partitioning phase and cuboid visualization: In
HHCC the master partitions the cuboid in two steps. In
the first step the master partitions the cuboid into LHHCC
heterogeneously sized task blocks, the lth of which is of
dimensions Nxl,HHCC ˆ Nzl,HHCC ˆ Nyl,HHCC. The parameter
LHHCC is larger than the number of levels in BICC, which is
LBICC “ 1, and smaller than the number of levels in MLCC,
which is LMLCC “ P . Therefore, the number of levels in
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HHCC is somewhere between those of MLCC and BICC, i.e.,
LHHCC P rP s. Assuming that task blocks are disjoint yields a
similar constraint to (5), i.e.,ÿ
lPrLHHCCs
Nxl,HHCCNzl,HHCCNyl,HHCC “ NxNzNy. (7)
Through the first step of partitioning the matrix product AB
is divided into LHHCC computationsASxlˆSzlBSzlˆSyl , where
l P rLHHCCs, |Sxl| “ Nxl,HHCC, |Szl| “ Nzl,HHCC, and |Syl| “
Nyl,HHCC.
In the second step the master subdivides the lth task block
into Kl,HHCC “ Mxl,HHCCMzl,HHCCMyl,HHCC equal-sized in-
formation blocks, where l P rLHHCCs. To do this, the master
cuts the cuboid with Mxl,HHCC´1 slices along the x-axis, and
Mzl,HHCC ´ 1 and Myl,HHCC ´ 1 slices along z- and y-axes,
respectively. Through the second step of partitioning the matrix
ASxlˆSzl is subdivided into Mxl,HHCCMzl,HHCC equal-sized
matricesA
plq
mx,mz , where pmx,mzq P rMxl,HHCCsˆrMzl,HHCCs
and l P rLHHCCs. Likewise, each of BSzlˆSyl matrices,
l P rLHHCCs, is subdivided into Mzl,HHCCMyl,HHCC equal-
sized matrices B
plq
mz,my , where pmz,myq P rMzl,HHCCs ˆ
rMyl,HHCCs. At the end of the partitioning phase, the ma-
trix product ASxlˆSzlBSzlˆSyl is partitioned into Kl,HHCC
multiplications of A
plq
mx,mz and B
plq
mz,my matrices, where
pmx,mz,myq P rMxl,HHCCsˆ rMzl,HHCCsˆ rMyl,HHCCs. Note
that the A
plq
mx,mz and B
plq
mz,my matrices are, respectively,
of dimensions Nxl,HHCC{Mxl,HHCC ˆNzl,HHCC{Mzl,HHCC and
Nzl,HHCC{Mzl,HHCC ˆNyl,HHCC{Myl,HHCC.
Encoding phase: For each l P rLHHCCs, the master encodes
2Kl matrices A
plq
mx,mz and B
plq
mz,my to generate PlN pairs
of encoded matrices pAˆlpnq, Bˆlpnqq, n P rPlN s. We use Pl
to denote the number of subtasks each worker is assigned to
contribute to the completion of the lth level of computation.
In MLCC we have Pl “ 1 for all l P rLs. On the other hand,
in BICC we have only one level (LBICC “ 1); thus, Pl “ P .
If we again follow [9], the master uses polynomial codes to
generate encoded matrices. For level l P rLHHCCs, the master
evaluates polynomials Aˆlpxq and Bˆlpxq at Pl distinct points
x P tpn´ 1qPl ` 1, . . . , pn´ 1qPl ` Plu to generate encoded
matrices for worker n P rN s.
Distribution phase: The master next sends Pl pairs of
encoded submatrices to each worker, one pair per level,
l P rLHHCCs. We note that in total, the master sends P pairs
of encoded submatrices to each worker, where
P “
ÿ
lPrLHHCCs
Pl.
The master is required to send all encoded matrices Aˆlppn´
1qPl ` pq and Bˆlppn ´ 1qPl ` pq to worker n P rN s, for
all l P rLHHCCs and p P rPls. We note that the Aˆlppn ´
1qPl ` pq and Bˆlppn ´ 1qPl ` pq matrices are, respectively,
of dimensions Nxl,HHCC{Mxl,HHCC ˆNzl,HHCC{Mzl,HHCC and
Nzl,HHCC{Mzl,HHCC ˆNyl,HHCC{Myl,HHCC.
Worker computation phase: Similar to MLCC and BICC,
in HHCC each worker sequentially completes its P subtasks
and transmits each result to the master as soon as each is
completed. This means that, worker n P rN s first completes
a sequence of P1 matrix multiplications tAˆ1ppn ´ 1qP1 `
1qBˆ1ppn´ 1qP1` 1q, . . . , Aˆ1ppn´ 1qP1` 1qBˆ1ppn´ 1qP1`
P1qu. It then performs P2 matrix multiplications pertinent
to second level, i.e., Aˆ2ppn ´ 1qP2 ` pqBˆ2ppn ´ 1qP2 `
pq, where p P rP2s. It continues to sequentially multi-
ply matrices up to completion of AˆLHHCCppn ´ 1qPLHHCC `
1qBˆLHHCCppn´1qPLHHCC`1q through AˆLHHCCppn´1qPLHHCC`
PLHHCCqBˆLHHCCppn´ 1qPLHHCC ` PLHHCCq.
Result aggregation phase: The master receives subtasks
sequentially from all workers till it receivesRl,HHCC completed
subtasks for the lth level. For each l P rLHHCCs, any subset
of cardinality at least Rl,HHCC of tAˆlpnqBˆlpnq|n P rPlN su is
required. In HHCC
řLHHCC
l“1 Rl,HHCC « PR.
Decoding phase: Once the master collects enough com-
pleted subtasks for level l, it starts decoding all subtasks
pertinent to that level. In MLCC decoding can be parallelized,
while in BICC the subtasks of all workers are decoded jointly
as part of a single code. The decoding algorithm the master
uses in this phase depends on the coding approach the master
used in the encoding phase. For instance, in the case of using
polynomial or MatDot codes, the master uses a polynomial
interpolation decoder, while in the case of product codes, the
master uses a simple peeling decoder.
D. Examples
To illustrate our results we use polynomial codes [9] to
present different hierarchical coded computing approaches.
In the following four examples we first detail the usage of
polynomial codes [9] in BICC. We then present in detail
MLCC when polynomial coding is used for each level. For
illustrative reasons, in both of these examples we assume that
P “ 4 subtasks are assigned to each worker. The computation
load of nth worker is kept constant at C
comp
n “ NxNzNy4 to
enable a fair comparison. In the last two examples we use
polynomial codes in HHCC. In Example 5 we use HHCC
with LHHCC “ 2, while in Example 6 we use LHHCC “ 3.
Example 3 (Bit-interleaved polynomial coding): Similar
to polynomial coding in Example 1, bit-interleaved polynomial
coding has a one-step cuboid partitioning. This means that
the master partitions the cuboid into KBICC “ 16 equal-sized
information blocks. The partitioning used in this example is
depicted in Fig. 5a. Note that the information dimensionKBICC
of this code is P “ 4 times larger than that of the polynomial
codes (which hadKPoly “ 4). In other words,KBICC “ PKPoly.
To achieve the information dimension of KBICC “ 16, the
master divides each of the A and B matrices into four equal-
sized submatrices. Respectively, these are
A
T “ rA˜T
1
, A˜T
2
, A˜T
3
, A˜T
4
s,
B “ rB˜1, B˜2, B˜3, B˜4s,
where A˜i P RNx4 ˆNz and B˜i P RNzˆ
Ny
4 for i P r4s.
After partitioning, the master encodes the A˜i and the
B˜i separately using polynomial codes, to generate encoded
submatrices
Aˆpxq “ A˜1 ` A˜2x` A˜3x2 ` A˜4x3,
Bˆpxq “ B˜1 ` B˜2x4 ` B˜3x8 ` B˜4x12.
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Fig. 5: Cuboid partitioning structure for hierarchical coding schemes, where P “ 4: (a) BICC, a hierarchical approach with LBICC “
1, RBICC “ 16; (b) HHCC, a hierarchical approach with LHHCC “ 2, Rl,HHCC P t12, 4u; (c) HHCC, a hierarchical approach with LHHCC “
3, Rl,HHCC P t8, 6, 2u; (d) MLCC, a hierarchical approach with LMLCC “ 4, Rl P t8, 4, 3, 1u.
Worker n is then tasked to compute P “ 4 sequentially-
ordered subtasks: tAˆp4n ` iqBˆp4n ` iq|i P r4su. Due to the
use of polynomial codes, the completion of any RBICC “ 16
subtasks enables the recovery of the AB product.
Example 4 (Multilevel polynomial coding): In this ex-
ample each worker is provided LMLCC “ 4 sequentially-
ordered subtasks The master first divides the cuboid into
LMLCC “ 4 task blocks of dimensions pNxl, Nzl, Nylq P
tpNx, Nz, Ny2 q, pNx, Nz, Ny4 q, p3Nx4 , Nz, Ny4 q, pNx4 , Nz, Ny4 qu.
It then subdivides each task block into Kl P t8, 4, 3, 1u
information blocks each of which contains NxNzNy{16
basic operations. In Fig. 5d the decomposition of the
AB product into levels of computation is depicted by
the solid (blue) lines. The partitioning of task blocks into
information blocks is indicated by the dashed lines. In Fig. 5d
the projection of the information blocks and task blocks onto
the xy plane represents the decomposition of AB into the
computations shown in (8). For instance, the sub-computations
of the first task block are the product of matrices A
p1q
mx,mz P
R
Nx
4
ˆNz and Bp1qmz,my P RNzˆ
Ny
4 , where mx P r4s,mz P r1s
and my P r2s.
AB “
»
———–
A
p1q
1,1B
p1q
1,1 A
p1q
1,1B
p1q
1,2 A
p2q
1,1B
p2q
1,1 A
p3q
1,1B
p3q
1,1
A
p1q
2,1B
p1q
1,1 A
p1q
2,1B
p1q
1,2 A
p2q
2,1B
p2q
1,1 A
p3q
2,1B
p3q
1,1
A
p1q
3,1B
p1q
1,1 A
p1q
3,1B
p1q
1,2 A
p2q
3,1B
p2q
1,1 A
p3q
3,1B
p3q
1,1
A
p1q
4,1B
p1q
1,1 A
p1q
4,1B
p1q
1,2 A
p2q
4,1B
p2q
1,1 A
p4q
1,1B
p4q
1,1
fi
ffiffiffifl .
(8)
The master encodes the data relevant to the lth task block by
applying a pair of polynomial codes (separately) to the
matrices involved in that level. In the above example, the
polynomials used to encode are
Aˆ1pxq “ Ap1q1,1 `Ap1q2,1x`Ap1q3,1x2 `Ap1q4,1x3,
Bˆ1pxq “ Bp1q1,1 `Bp1q1,2x4,
Aˆ2pxq “ Ap2q1,1 `Ap2q2,1x`Ap2q3,1x2 `Ap2q4,1x3,
Bˆ2pxq “ Bp2q1,1,
Aˆ3pxq “ Ap3q1,1 `Ap3q2,1x`Ap3q3,1x2,
Bˆ3pxq “ Bp3q1,1,
Aˆ4pxq “ Ap4q1,1,
Bˆ4pxq “ Bp4q1,1.
(9)
Worker n P rN s gets P “ 4 pairs of encoded submatrices
pAˆlpnq, Bˆlpnqq, where l P rLMLCCs. Each worker then com-
putes the encoded matrix products AˆlpnqBˆlpnq P RNx4 ˆ
Ny
4 ,
working through the L levels sequentially from 1 to L. Each
result is transmitted to the master as it is completed. The
master can recover the first task block, i.e., A
p1q
mx,mzB
p1q
mz,my ,
where mx P r4s,mz P r1s and my P r2s, when it receives
R1 “ 8 encoded matrix products Aˆ1pnqBˆ1pnq from any 8
of the N workers (naturally, N can be much larger than 8).
Similarly the master can recover the second task block when it
receives R2 “ 4 encoded matrix products Aˆ2pnqBˆ2pnq from
any of the N workers, and so forth.
Example 5 (HHCC (LHHCC “ 2, Rl,HHCC P t12, 4u)):
The master first uses a two-level multilevel polynomial
code with profile p12, 4q to partition the cuboid into task
blocks. To accomplish this it partitions the cuboid into
LHHCC “ 2 task blocks of dimensions pNxl, Nzl, Nylq P
tpNx, Nz, 3Ny4 q, pNx, Nz, Ny4 qu, as is depicted by the solid
(blue) lines in Fig. 5b. The master then subdivide each task
block into Kl,HHCC P t12, 4u information blocks. This is
depicted by the dashed lines in Fig. 5b. The projection of such
a partitioning onto the xy plane represents the decomposition
of the AB product into»
———–
A
p1q
1,1B
p1q
1,1 A
p1q
1,1B
p1q
1,2 A
p1q
1,1B
p1q
1,3 A
p2q
1,1B
p2q
1,1
A
p1q
2,1B
p1q
1,1 A
p1q
2,1B
p1q
1,2 A
p1q
2,1B
p1q
1,3 A
p2q
2,1B
p2q
1,1
A
p1q
3,1B
p1q
1,1 A
p1q
3,1B
p1q
1,2 A
p1q
3,1B
p1q
1,3 A
p2q
3,1B
p2q
1,1
A
p1q
4,1B
p1q
1,1 A
p1q
4,1B
p1q
1,2 A
p1q
4,1B
p1q
1,3 A
p2q
4,1B
p2q
1,1
fi
ffiffiffifl
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The master next encodes the computation of two task blocks
using two independent bit-interleaved polynomial codes. For
instance, the master can use two bit-interleaved polynomial
codes, one with parameter set pRBICC,1 “ 12, P1 “ 3q for
the first level and a bit-interleaved polynomial code with
pRBICC,2 “ 4, P2 “ 1q for the second level. Therefore, the
polynomials used to encode are
Aˆ1pxq “ Ap1q1,1 `Ap1q2,1x`Ap1q3,1x2 `Ap1q4,1x3,
Bˆ1pxq “ Bp1q1,1 `Bp1q1,2x4 `Bp1q1,3x8,
Aˆ2pxq “ Ap2q1,1 `Ap2q2,1x`Ap2q3,1x2 `Ap2q4,1x3,
Bˆ2pxq “ Bp2q1,1.
(10)
Worker n P rN s receives P “ 4 pairs of encoded
matrices tpAˆ1p3n` 1q, Bˆ1p3n` 1qq, pAˆ1p3n` 2q, Bˆ1p3n`
2qq, pAˆ1p3n`3q, Bˆ1p3n`3qq, pAˆ2p3n`1q, Bˆ2p3n`1qqu and
sequentially multiplies the matrices in each pair. The master is
able to recover theAB product when it receives 12 completed
subtasks from the set tAˆ1pnq, Bˆ1pnq|n P r3N su and 4 from
the the set tAˆ2pnq, Bˆ2pnq|n P rN su.
Example 6 (HHCC (LHHCC “ 3, Rl,HHCC P t8, 6, 2u)):
In this example the master first uses a three-level multilevel
polynomial code with profile p8, 6, 2q. It divides the cuboid
into LHHCC “ 3 task blocks and then subdivides the lth
task blocks into Kl,HHCC P t8, 6, 2u information blocks. The
partitioning used in this example is depicted in Fig. 5c.
Through this partitioning the matrix productAB is partitioned
into 16 equal-sized subcomputations»
———–
A
p1q
1,1B
p1q
1,1 A
p1q
1,1B
p1q
1,2 A
p2q
1,1B
p2q
1,1 A
p2q
1,1B
p2q
1,2
A
p1q
2,1B
p1q
1,1 A
p1q
2,1B
p1q
1,2 A
p2q
2,1B
p2q
1,1 A
p2q
2,1B
p2q
1,2
A
p1q
3,1B
p1q
1,1 A
p1q
3,1B
p1q
1,2 A
p2q
3,1B
p2q
1,1 A
p2q
3,1B
p2q
1,2
A
p1q
4,1B
p1q
1,1 A
p1q
4,1B
p1q
1,2 A
p3q
1,1B
p3q
1,1 A
p3q
1,1B
p3q
1,2
fi
ffiffiffifl
The master next encodes the computation of the three
task blocks using three independent bit-interleaved polynomial
codes using following parameters: for the first, pRBICC,1 “
8, P1 “ 2q, for the second pRBICC,2 “ 6, P2 “ 1q, and for the
third, pRBICC,3 “ 2, P2 “ 1q. To generate encoded matrices,
the master uses the polynomials
Aˆ1pxq “ Ap1q1,1 `Ap1q2,1x`Ap1q3,1x2 `Ap1q4,1x3,
Bˆ1pxq “ Bp1q1,1 `Bp1q1,2x4,
Aˆ2pxq “ Ap2q1,1 `Ap2q2,1x`Ap2q3,1x2,
Bˆ2pxq “ Bp2q1,1 `Bp2q1,1x3,
Aˆ3pxq “ Ap3q1,1,
Bˆ3pxq “ Bp2q1,1 `Bp2q1,1x.
(11)
Worker n P rN s is tasked with a sequence of P “ 4
matrix products Aˆ1p2n` 1qBˆ1p2n` 1q, Aˆ1p2n` 2qBˆ1p2n`
2q, Aˆ2pnqBˆ2pnq, and Aˆ3pnqBˆ3pnq. The master is able to
recover the AB product if it receives 12 completed compu-
tations from the set tAˆ1pnqBˆ1pnq|n P r2N su, 6 completed
computations from the set tAˆ2pnqBˆ2pnq|n P rN su, and 2
completed computations from the set tAˆ3pnqBˆ3pnq|n P rN su.
E. Discussion
To compare MLCC and BICC in Examples 3 and 4, we
recall that each worker is tasked with the same number and
size of subtasks. In those examples one can observe that BICC
has a more flexible recovery rule than MLCC. While for BICC,
the AB product can be recovered from any RBICC completed
subtasks, in MLCC the completed subtasks must follow a
specific profile tRlul. On the other hand, from a decoding
perspective, MLCC is much less complex than BICC. In BICC
the master needs to deal with decoding NxNy{16 polynomials
of degree 15 when using polynomial codes. On the other hand,
in MLCC the master is required to decode LMLCC “ 4 sets
of polynomials of (in the example) degrees 7, 3, 2 and 0, each
set consisting of NxNy{16 polynomials. As was discussed in
Sec. IV-B, in MLCC the master can perform such decoding
either in a serial, a parallel, or a streaming manner across
levels. Parallel and streaming decoding are not possible for
BICC. In the numerical results of Sec VI, we observe that even
serial decoding of MLCC takes less time than decoding BICC.
As would be guessed, the parallel decoding time of MLCC is
much less than the decoding time of BICC. This is due to
the fact that in the decoding phase of multilevel polynomial
codes, in a worst-case scenario, the master needs to deal with
decoding a polynomial code of rate 8{N . This is much less
computationally intensive than the decoding of the rate 16{N
polynomial code used in bit-interleaved polynomial codes.
Streaming decoding takes the least time of all. Furthermore,
in next section we design MLCC in such a way that they also
outperforms BICC in terms of communication time. Compared
to BICC, the difference of MLCC follows from the distinct
rates applied across the levels, 8{N , 4{N , 2{N , and 1{N in the
multilevel polynomial coding example and Rl{N in general.
In BICC the sub-computations are encoded jointly as a part
of a single code with the code rate RBICC{pNP q.
One way of conceiving of the difference between BICC
and MLCC is by analogy with the two coded modulation
techniques: BICM (bit-interleaved coded modulation) [25] and
MLC (multilevel coding) [26]. In BICM a vector of encoded
bits is first generated from information bits using a binary
encoder and then is permuted using a bit-level interleaver. This
single interleaved vector is then passed to the mapper. In con-
trast, an alternative technique is MLC in which the information
bits are first separated into multiple smaller message vectors.
Next, each message vector is independently encoded and is
passed to the mapper. The mapper receives multiple encoded
bits in MLC, while in BICM a single vector of interleaved
bits is passed to the mapper. This distinction is analogous to
that of BICC and MLCC. We use the term bit-interleaved and
multilevel for our proposed coded computation schemes to
highlight such parallels.
Now consider HHCC, as generalization and unification of
BICC and MLCC. HHCC provides a tradeoff between the
time to compute (recovery flexibility rule) and the times to
communicate and to decode. It falls between two extreme
cases of hierarchical coding: BICC and MLCC. This means
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that it has a lower communication and decoding times when
compared to BICC, and larger communication and decoding
times when compared to MLCC. On the other hand, the
recovery conditions of HHCC are much more flexible than
MLCC, while the recovery conditions of BICC are more
flexible still.
Remark 2: In general we can use different coding schemes
across different levels of computations. For instance we can
use polynomial codes [9] to encode data in the first level, and
use MatDot codes [10] for the second level. The flexibility to
use different types of code at different levels of hierarchical
coding can be considered for future work. In this paper we
focus on single-type hierarchical coding. We also note that the
idea of hierarchical coding is not limited to polynomial codes.
For instance, one can apply hierarchical coding to product
codes and repetition codes by leveraging their corresponding
cuboid partitioning structures as is discussed in Sec. III-B. In
Sec. VI we apply hierarchical coding for other types of codes.
V. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In this section we use the performance measures introduced
in Sec. II to determine the finishing times of hierarchical cod-
ing, and compare it to non-hierarchical coding. To accomplish
this we assert probabilistic models on the worker computation
and communication times. We use shifted exponential models
for analytic tractability. We compute the expected finishing
times and optimize the parameters of the schemes to minimize
that time.
A. Finishing time formulation
We term the time it takes the system to compute the AB
product the finishing time. A number of cumulative effects
contribute to the finishing time: (i) the time to encode the
data, (ii) the time to distribute the encoded data, (iii) the
computation time required by the workers, (iv) the time for
the master to aggregate completed tasks, and (v) the time
to decode. As encoding time is generally negligible when
compared to computation time, we ignore (i) in the following.
We denote the finishing time of the non-hierarchical, MLCC,
and BICC, as τNon-h, τMLCC, and τBICC, respectively.
Non-hierarchical scheme: Recall from Sec. II that the
time to distribute to the nth worker the encoded data is
C inn T
comm
n sec. The time for that worker to complete its task is
C
comp
n T
comp
n sec. And the time for that worker to transmit its
results to the master is Coutn T
comm
n sec. Therefore, the finishing
time of worker n is the random variable
Tn “ C innT commn ` Ccompn T compn ` Coutn T commn . (12)
In non-hierarchical schemes, the master is required to collect
(at least) R completed tasks. The time required is TpR:Nq,
where p.qpR:Nq is an order-statistic operation that selects the
Rth element of the (sorted) N -element sequence (tTnunPrNs).
Let ti1, . . . , iN | 1 ď ij ď N, ij ‰ ik if j ‰ ku denote the
indices of the sorted sequence Ti1 ď Ti2 ď . . . ď TiN . The
outcome of TpR:Nq is derived at the index R˚ “ iR, i.e.,
TpR:Nq “ TR˚ . The master then spends T dec,non-h sec to decode
yielding a total finishing time of
τ non-h “ TR˚ ` T dec,non-h. (13)
We further expand (12) by substituting in expressions for
C inn , C
comp
n and C
out
n . The encoded matrices are of dimensions
Aˆpnq P R NxMxˆ NzMz and Bˆpnq P R
Nz
Mz
ˆ Ny
My where K “
MxMzMy so
C inn “
NxNz
MxMz
` NyNz
MyMz
. (14)
The computation of AˆpnqBˆpnq requires
NxNzNy{pMxMyMzq basic operations so
Ccompn “
NxNzNy
MxMyMz
. (15)
The (encoded) completed result is of size Nx
Mx
ˆ Ny
My
, so
Coutn “
NxNy
MxMy
. (16)
Using (14)–(16) and (12) in (13), an expression for the
finishing time of non-hierarchical schemes is
τ non-h “ T commR˚
ˆ
NxNz
MxMz
` NxNy
MxMy
` NyNz
MyMz
˙
` T comp
R˚
ˆ
NxNzNy
MxMyMz
˙
` T dec,non-h.
(17)
This is an order statistic amenable to analysis. Note that
in (17) the p.qpR:Nq operation is applied into a sequence of
weighted sum of T
comp
n and T
comm
n , n P rN s. This is not nec-
essarily equal to weighted sum of T
comp
pR:Nq and T
comm
pR:Nq, where
T
comp
pR:Nq and T
comm
pR:Nq denote, respectively, the Rth element of the
sorted N -element sequences tT compn unPrNs and tT commn unPrNs.
Bit-interleaved coding scheme: Recall that in BICC each
worker is assigned P subtasks. Further, these subtasks are
tackled in order. We use T¯pn´1qP`p to denote the time worker
n takes to finish subtask p P rP s. As different workers will
complete different numbers of jobs we need a per-worker
count of the number of subtasks provided to the master.
The variable p will play that role in the ensuing discussion.
The master first spends C inn T
comm
n sec to distribute the data
pertinent to all P (encoded) subtasks to worker n. That worker
then spends
ř
jPris C
comp
n,j T
comp
n sec to finish its first i P rps
subtasks, where C
comp
n,j denotes the computation load of the jth
subtask of worker n. Each subtask is transmitted to the master
upon completion. The ith such transmission takes Coutn,iT
comm
n
seconds where Coutn,i is the output communication load of the
ith subtask of worker n. In aggregate, to complete its first p
subtasks, worker n requires
max
iPrps
»
–Coutn,iT commn ` ÿ
jPris
C
comp
n,j T
comp
n
fi
fl sec,
where the maximum, in general, may not be achieved by i “ p
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due to the possibly lower Coutn,i of later layers. Thus,
T¯pn´1qP`p “ C innT commn `max
iPrps
»
–Coutn,iT commn ` ÿ
jPris
C
comp
n,j T
comp
n
fi
fl .
(18)
In BICC the master is able to recover AB when it has
received a total of at least RBICC subtasks. The finishing time
of BICC can therefore be written as
τBICC “ T¯R˚
BICC
` T dec,BICC (19)
where T¯R˚
BICC
is equal to T¯pRBICC:PNq and denotes the RBICCth
element of the sorted PN -element sequence (tT¯nunPrPNs).
As before, we now make the expressions for C inn , C
out
n,i and
C
comp
n,j explicit. In BICC the master conveys 2P distinct
encoded submatrices Aˆppn ´ 1qP ` pq P R
Nx
Mx,BICC
ˆ Nz
Mz,BICC
and Bˆppn ´ 1qP ` pq P R
Nz
Mz,BICC
ˆ Ny
My,BICC where p P rP s to
worker n. Thus,
C inn “
PNxNz
Mx,BICCMz,BICC
` PNzNy
Mz,BICCMy,BICC
. (20)
The worker is tasked with P subtasks, each consisting of
C
comp
n,i “
NxNzNy
Mx,BICCMz,BICCMy,BICC
“ NxNzNy
PMxMzMy
(21)
basic multiply-and-accumulate operations. Note the last step
follows because KBICC “ PK . Finally, the ith worker-to-
master transmission contains
Coutn,i “
NxNy
Mx,BICCMy,BICC
(22)
entries. Note that the right-hand-sides of both (21) and (22)
are independent of n and i, thus the maximum term in (18)
is achieved by i “ p. From (21), we can also conclude
that per-worker computation time is linear in the number of
subtasks the worker completes. In other words, worker n
spends
ř
jPris C
comp
n,j T
comp
n “ T compn iNxNzNy{pPMxMzMyq
sec to complete its first i subtasks. Thus, we can simplify (18)
to
T¯pn´1qP`p “ C inn T commn ` Coutn,pT commn ` pCcompn,p T compn . (23)
Merging C inn , C
comp
n,p , and C
out
n,p into (23) and (19) yields
τBICC “ T commn˚
ˆ
PNxNz
Mx,BICCMz,BICC
` PNzNy
Mz,BICCMy,BICC
` NxNy
Mx,BICCMy,BICC
˙
` T comp
n˚
p˚NxNzNy
PMxMzMy
` T dec,BICC,
(24)
where n˚ and p˚ correspond to the RBICCth order statistics
of tT¯nunPrPNs, such that pn˚´1qP `p˚ “ R˚BICC, 1 ď n˚ ď
N , and 0 ď p˚ ď P .
Multilevel coding scheme: In MLCC the overall job of
computing AB completes when each of the L layers com-
pletes. For layer l to complete, at least Rl workers must finish
their lth subtask. We denote the finishing time of layer l by
worker n as T˜ ln, which can be written as
T˜ ln “ C inn T commn `max
iPrls
»
–Coutn,iT commn ` ÿ
jPris
C
comp
n,j T
comp
n
fi
fl .
(25)
In above expression C
comp
n,l and C
out
n,l are the layer-l com-
putation load and output communication load of worker
n, similar to BICC. Note that (25) is similar to (18), ex-
cept that in BICC when we define the per-subtask fin-
ishing time of all workers we use a single sequence,
tT¯pn´1qP`punPrNs,pPrP s. In contrast, in MLCC we use L
distinct sequences, ptT˜ 1nunPrNs, . . . , tT˜Ln unPrNsq. We compute
the finishing time of MLCC as
τMLCC “ max
lPrLs
”
T˜ l
R˚
l
ı
` T dec,MLCC, (26)
where T˜ l
R˚
l
is equal to T˜ lpRl:Nq and denotes the Rlth order
static of the sequence tT˜ lnunPrNs.
As before, we now make the expressions for C inn , C
out
n,i
and C
comp
n,j explicit. Worker n requires all encoded matri-
ces Aˆlpnq P R
Nxl
Mxl
ˆ Nzl
Mzl and Bˆlpnq P R
Nzl
Mzl
ˆ Nyl
Myl , l P
rLs. The worst case is when all tAˆlpnq|l P rLsu (and
tBˆlpnq|l P rLsu) are distinct. In this case, the master con-
veys all tpAˆlpnq, Bˆlpnqq|l P rLsu to worker n. However,
in Sec. V-C we make a particular choice of parameters
tNxl, Nzl, Nyl,Mxl,Mzl,MylulPrLs which yields a set of en-
coded matrices in which many elements are equal. In that
situation the master is able to convey encoded matrices to
workers by sending only a subset of matrices as representa-
tive of all elements. Through such a design, the total input
communication load of worker n can be reduced. In general,
an upper bound is
C inn ď
Lÿ
l“1
ˆ
NxlNzl
MxlMzl
` NylNzl
MylMzl
˙
. (27)
Each worker multiplies the encoded matrices Aˆlpnq P
R
Nxl
Mxl
ˆ Nzl
Mzl and Bˆlpnq P R
Nzl
Mzl
ˆ Nyl
Myl as its lth layer sub-
task. This requires NxlNzlNyl{pMxlMzlMylq basic opera-
tions. Therefore,
C
comp
n,l “
NxlNzlNyl
MxlMzlMyl
“ NxNzNy
Ksum
. (28)
The last step follows from the assumption of fixed per-
level computation load (6). Each worker has a computation
load of at most LNxNzNy{Ksum. Note that Ccompn,l is inde-
pendent of n and l. Therefore, similar to BICC, the per-
worker computation time of MLCC is linear in the number
of subtasks each worker completes, i.e.,
ř
jPris C
comp
n,j T
comp
n “
T
comp
n iNxNzNy{pPMxMzMyq. We therefore simplify (25) as
T˜ ln “ C inn T commn `max
iPrls
“
Coutn,iT
comm
n ` iCcompn,i T compn
‰
.
(29)
If the nth worker finishes the lth layer task, the result
AˆlpnqBˆlpnq which is of dimension of NxlMxl ˆ
Nyl
Myl
is sent to
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the master; hence,
Coutn,l “
NxlNyl
MxlMyl
. (30)
Incorporating C inn , C
comp
n,l , and C
out
n,l into (29) and (26) yields
a bound on the finishing time of MLCC:
τMLCCďmax
lPrLs
«
T comm
R˚
l
Lÿ
i“1
ˆ
NxiNzi
MxiMzi
` NyiNzi
MyiMzi
˙
` max
iPrls
„
T comm
R˚
l
NxiNyi
MxiMyi
` T comp
R˚
l
iNxNzNy
Ksum

` T dec,MLCC.
(31)
In Sec. V-C we design a MLCC scheme so that the
computation load of each worker is at most equal to that
of the non-hierarchical scheme, i.e., LNxNzNy{Ksum “
NxNzNy{MxMyMz . Solving for Ksum we get
Ksum “ LMxMyMz. (32)
At a fixed per-worker computation load, the MLCC scheme
has C inn , C
comp
n,l , and C
out
n,l no larger than those of the non-
hierarchical scheme(14)-(16); i.e.,
C inn ď
NxNz
MxMz
` NyNz
MyMz
,
C
comp
n,l “
NxNzNy
LMxMyMz
,
Coutn,l ď
NxNy
MxMy
. (33)
Note that in all the above expressions, the right-hand-sides
are independent of n and l. In Sec. V-C we design a MLCC
scheme such that the left-hand-sides of above expressions are
also independent of n and l. Thus, the maximum term in (29)
is achieved by i “ l. This yields
T˜ ln “ C innT commn ` Coutn,lT commn ` lCcompn,l T compn . (34)
Using (33) in (34) and (26), yields the following upper bound
for finishing time of MLCC.
τMLCCďmax
lPrLs
„
T comm
R˚
l
ˆ
NxNz
MxMz
` NxNy
MxMy
` NyNz
MyMz
˙
` T comp
R˚
l
ˆ
lNxNzNy
LMxMzMy
˙
` T dec,MLCC.
(35)
B. Probabilistic model
We now assign a random distribution model to the computa-
tion time T
comp
n and the communication time T
comm
n . We denote
F
comp
s ptq as the probability that a worker is able to finish
s basic operations by time t, i.e., F
comp
s ptq “ PpsT compn ď
tq. Similarly, T commn is a random variable with distribution
F comms ptq “ PpsT commn ď tq. F comps ptq and F comms ptq are
assumed not to be a function of n, i.e., all workers are iden-
tical and therefore share independent yet identical distributed
computation and communication times.
Computation model: In our analysis, we assume that
workers complete tasks according to a shifted exponential dis-
tribution. The shifted exponential model is a widely used (e.g.,
in [6], [7]) model of computation time. Importantly, it provides
design guidance in the choice of per-layer parameters such as
the recovery profile. The shifted exponential distribution is
parameterized by a scale parameter µ and a shift parameter α.
We use a shifted exponential distribution with the parameter
set pµcomp, αcompq to define the computation time T compn . T compn
is assumed to be conditionally deterministic. This means that
the probability of a worker is able to finish s basic operations
by time t satisfies
F comps ptq “ 1´ e´
1
µcomp
p ts´αcompq, for t ě sαcomp, (36)
which is a shifted exponential model. In other words, we
assumed that workers make linear progress conditioned on the
time it takes to compute one basic operation.
Communication model: Similar to the computation model,
we use a shifted exponential distribution with parameter set
pµcomm, αcommq to describe T commn , the time worker n takes to
communicate an element of a matrix with the master node. The
shifted exponential distribution we assert on communication
time is motivated by the experiments we conducted on Ama-
zon EC2. As demonstrated in App. A, a shifted exponential
distribution provides a good fit to the distribution of com-
munication time. As noted before, we make a conditionally
deterministic assumption: the probability that the nth worker
is able to communicate a matrix of s entries to the master by
time t is
F comms ptq “ 1´ e´
1
µcomm
p ts´αcommq, for t ě sαcomm. (37)
Regarding the above two probabilistic models, we make
two further assumptions. First, we assume there are N distinct
and independent routes between the master and the workers.
This means that either the master or any worker is able to
send its resulting matrices as soon as they are completed.
Second, all workers are assumed to be statistically identical,
having independent yet identical distributed computation and
communication times. This models a homogeneous computa-
tion fabric. Such homogeneous assumption is easily relaxed
to a heterogeneous one by assigning each worker specific
µcomp, αcomp, µcomm and αcomm parameters.
C. Expected finishing time
In this section we ignore decoding time, assuming it is
negligible when compared to computation and communication
times. We note that we do consider decoding time in our results
conducted on Amazon EC2 in Sec. VI. To calculate expected
finishing time, we consider two regimes: the fast-network
and the fast-worker regimes. Each regime is determined by
how the computation and communication times influence the
total finishing time. The fast-network regime corresponds to a
master-worker model where the network is fast, but workers
are slow. This means that computation time plays a much
more substantial role than does communication time. In the
fast-worker regime the network is slow and the workers are
fast. We next calculate the expected finishing time of non-
hierarchical, BICC, and MLCC schemes.
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Non-hierarchical coding scheme: To compute the expected
finishing time of the non-hierarchical scheme, we take the
expectation of (17). The expected finishing time is
ErτNon-hs “ ErT commR˚ s
ˆ
NxNz
MxMz
` NxNy
MxMy
` NyNz
MyMz
˙
` ErT comp
R˚ s
ˆ
NxNzNy
MxMyMz
˙ .
(38)
In the fast-network regime we ignore the communication
term when we compute ErτNon-hs. Therefore, the Rth order
statistics of the sequence tT compn unPrNs is obtained at index
R˚. From App. C, we approximate ErτNon-hs as
ErτNon-hs «
ˆ
αcomp ` µcomp log
ˆ
N
N ´R
˙˙ˆ
NxNzNy
MxMyMz
˙
.
(39)
In the fast-worker regime the computation time is negligible
when compared to communication time. Therefore, the Rth
order statistics of the sequence tT commn unPrNs is obtained for
index R˚ in this regime. Using App. C, we have
ErτNon-hs «
ˆ
αcomm ` µcomm log
ˆ
N
N ´R
˙˙
ˆˆ
NxNz
MxMz
` NxNy
MxMy
` NyNz
MyMz
˙
.
(40)
Bit-interleaved coding scheme: To calculate the expected
finishing time of BICC, we take the expectation of (24).
ErτBICCs “ ErT commn˚ s
ˆ
PNxNz
Mx,BICCMz,BICC
` PNzNy
Mz,BICCMy,BICC
` NxNy
Mx,BICCMy,BICC
˙
` E
„
T
comp
n˚
p˚
P
ˆ
NxNzNy
MxMzMy
˙
.
(41)
Recall that n˚ and p˚ corresponded to the RBICCth order
statistic of tT¯nunPrPNs, such that pn˚ ´ 1qP ` p˚ “ R˚BICC,
1 ď n˚ ď N , and 0 ď p˚ ď P . To compare (41) with
ErτNon-hs, we first provide effective choice of parameters
Mx,BICC,Mz,BICC, and My,BICC, such that they match (21). To
do this, we use the following particular choice of parameters:
Mx,BICC “ Mx,Mz,BICC “ PMz, and My,BICC “ My.
Incorporating these parameters into (41), yields
ErτBICCs “ ErT commn˚ s
ˆ
NxNz
MxMz
` NzNy
MzMy
` NxNy
MxMy
˙
` E
„
T
comp
n˚
p˚
P
ˆ
NxNzNy
MxMzMy
˙
.
(42)
In App. D we prove that ErτBICCs ď ErτNon-hs.
Multilevel coding scheme To compute the expected fin-
ishing time of MLCC which meets constraint (33), we first
cluster non-hierarchical coding to three different categories.
Each category is characterized by whether Mx, My, or Mz
dominates the partitioning structure of the non-hierarchical
scheme.
A non-hierarchical coding scheme of parameters
pMx,Mz,Myq is called to be Mx-dominated if Mx is
the maximum element of the set tMx,Mz,Myu. Analogous
definitions hold for My-dominated and Mz-dominated. For
example, in polynomial codes we have Mz “ 1; hence,
polynomial codes are either Mx- or My-dominated. In
contrast, for MatDot codes My “ Mz “ 1. Therefore,
MatDot codes are Mz-dominated. We now introduce a
particular choice of parameters for MLCC in each of above
categories. In each category we first specify a subset of
parameters with the objective of reducing the input and
output communication loads. We then optimize the remaining
parameters to minimize the upper and lower bounds of
expected finishing time.
Communication load reduction: To reduce the input com-
munication load, it is required to encode data in such a way
that many encoded matrices of the set tAˆlpnq|l P rLsu or
tBˆlpnq|l P rLsu become equal. As a result, the master is
able to amortize the input communication load by sending
only a subset of these two sets as representatives of all
elements. For instance, if we use a Mx-dominated scheme
as a baseline, we set Myl “ My,Mzl “ Mz, Nyl “ Ny,
and Nzl “ Nz . These equalize encoded submatrices Bˆlpnq
across all layers, l P rLs. Therefore, the master distributes
only a single Nz
Mz
ˆ Ny
My
encoded submatrix as a representative
of the set tBˆlpnq|l P rLsu to each worker. To convey the set
tAˆlpnq|l P rLsu to each worker, the master needs to transmitřL
l“1NxlNzl{pMxlMzlq “ NxNz{MxMz real numbers (the
proof is provided in App. E). The input communication load
of MLCC thus satisfies
C inn “
NxNz
MxMz
` NyNz
MyMz
. (43)
To calculate the output communication load, we incorporate
the above choice of parameters into (30). Therefore,
Coutn,l “
NxNy
LMxMy
. (44)
If we use an My-dominated scheme as a baseline, we
set Mxl “ Mx,Mzl “ Mz, Nxl “ Nx, and Nzl “ Nz .
With this set of parameters, all encoded submatrices Aˆlpnq,
l P rLs, assigned to each worker are equal, and we achieve the
same input and output communication load as (43) and (44).
If we use a Mz-dominated scheme as a baseline, we set
Mxl “ Mx,Myl “ My, Nxl “ Nx, and Nyl “ Ny .
Merging these parameters with (5), (32), and (6) results in
Nzl “ NzMzl{pLMzq and
řL
l“1Nzl “ Nz . Through these
results, we again achieve the same input communication load
as (43). However, the output communication load is
Coutn,l “
NxNy
MxMy
. (45)
Note that both (44) and (45) satisfy the inequality (33).
Expected finishing time reduction: To obtain ErτMLCCs, we
merge the parameter selections made in the previous part
into (34) and (26). In either the Mx- or My-dominated
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situations
ErτMLCCs “E
„
max
lPrLs
„
T comm
R˚
l
ˆ
NxNz
MxMz
` NyNz
MyMz
` NxNy
LMxMy
˙
` T comp
R˚
l
ˆ
lNxNzNy
LMxMzMy
˙
,
(46)
and in the Mzl-dominated situation
ErτMLCCs “E
„
max
lPrLs
„
T comm
R˚
l
ˆ
NxNz
MxMz
` NyNz
MyMz
` NxNy
MxMy
˙
` T comp
R˚
l
ˆ
lNxNzNy
LMxMzMy
˙
.
(47)
In the fast-network regime, communication time is negli-
gible in comparison to computation time. In the following
optimization problem we optimize the choice of tRlulPL to
minimize both upper and lower bounds on ErτMLCCs in the
fast-network regime. The optimization problem for the fast-
worker regime is provided in App. F. Given the result of
these optimization problems, plus the parameter selections
made in previous part, we are able to optimize the choice of
tMxlulPrLs in the Mx-dominated situation, tMzlulPrLs in the
Mz-dominated situation, and tMylulPrLs in the My-dominated
situation.
Optimization Problem 1: The solution to the following
convex optimization programs yields the optimal set tRlu that
minimizes both the upper and lower bounds on ErτMLCCs in
the fast-network regime.
min
z, tRlu
z
s.t.
ˆ
αcomp ` µcomp log
ˆ
N
N ´Rl
˙˙
l ď z, @l P rLs,
Rl ď Rl´1 ď N, @l P rLs,
Lÿ
l“1
Rl “ LR.
(48)
The above optimization problem is justified in App. F. In our
results in Sec. VI we show that using the optimal recovery
profile obtained from the optimization problem (48) yields
ErτMLCCs ď ErτNon-hs.
D. Algorithm implementation
In Sec. V-C we develop an approach for choosing the
parameter sets tMxl,Mzl,Myl, Nxl, Nyl, Nzl, Rl| l P rLsu.
Given these parameters, in Alg. 2, we describe one method
of selecting task blocks and information blocks of a multi-
level polynomial code. Algorithm 2 works iteratively layer-
by-layer, placing cuboids of volume vl “ NxlNzlNyl. This
yields the needed partitioning of the overall cuboid and
avoids overlaps with cuboids placed in previous layers. The
cuboid in the lth layer is then partitioned into Kl equally
sized information blocks according to tMxl,Mzl,Mylu. We
comment that rounding errors in Alg. 2 result in at most
NxNzpNy ´
ř
lpNy{Ksum ´ 1qKlq “ KsumNxNz extra unit
cubes that require additional NxNzKsum basic operations to
multiply A and the last Ksum columns of B. We assign
this negligible computation, NxNzKsum ! NxNzNy , to the
master.
Algorithm 2: Partition a Nx ˆ Nz ˆ Ny cuboid into
L task blocks given tNxl, Nzl, NylulPrLs and then par-
tition the lth task block into information blocks given
tKl, Rl,Mxl,Mzl,Myl,Ksumu, where Ksum “
ř
lKl and
Kl “MxlMzlMyl.
1 Input:L, tKl, Rl, Nxl, Nzl, Nyl,Mxl,Mzl,MylulPrLs,Ksum
1: for l P rLs:
2: Slice the lth task block from the remaining, un-allocated,
unit cubes such that the lth task block contains all
basic operations indexed by tpix, iz, iyq| ix P rNxs, iz P
rNzs, iy P rt NyKsum uKls ` t
Ny
Ksum
u
řl´1
i“1Kiu.
3: Given tMxl,Mzl,Mylu, decompose the lth
task block into Kl equally sized information blocks.
4: end for
VI. EVALUATION
In this section we evaluate the performance of our scheme.
We present our results both for numerical simulations and
for experiments that were conducted on EC2. We compare
BICC and MLCC with non-hierarchical schemes. The latter
include uncoded computation, polynomial [9], MatDot [10],
polyDot [10], and entangled polynomial [11] coded schemes.
These results demonstrate that BICC has the least computation
time, and MLCC also outperforms non-hierarchical coding in
terms of computation time. On the other hand, decoding time
of MLCC can be smaller than that of BICC.
A. Numerical simulations
We first explain the experiment setup for the shifted ex-
ponential model. In each trial we generate N pairs of inde-
pendent shifted exponential random variables pT compn , T commn q,
n P rN s, one pair per worker. T compn and T commn are shifted
exponential distributions with parameters pµcomp, αcompq and
pµcomm, αcommq, respectively. We recall from the discussion
in Sec. II-B that the realization of T
comp
n and T
comm
n set the
speed of computation and communication of the nth worker.
Once these two speeds are set, the processor is modeled as
progressing through the equal-sized jobs in a (conditionally)
deterministic fashion. To optimize the recovery profile of
MLCC, we used CVX in MATLAB to solve the convex
optimization problem (48).
Effect of L: Figures 6a and 6b plot expected finishing time
vs. number of levels L based on the shifted exponential distri-
bution model corresponding to pµcomp, αcomp, µcomm, αcommq “
p10´6, 10´7, 10´8, 10´9q. In Fig. 6a a polynomial code cor-
responding to N “ 300 and pMx,Mz,Myq “ p42, 1, 1q
(an Mx-dominated scenario) achieves an expected finishing
time of 5.98 msec. For the same per-worker computation load
(Ksum{L “ 42), we plot (the solid line) the performance of
MLCC using polynomial coding, for different choices of L.
The decrease in finishing time as L is increased illustrates
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that the division of the job into smaller information blocks
(larger L) results in a reduction in completion time of AB.
In particular, when compared to non-hierarchical polynomial
coding, MLCC observes a 35% improvement in expected
finishing time for L “ 96. We also plot (the dashdotted line)
the expected finishing time of the randomized-order RMLCC
(cf. Remark 1 in Sec. IV-B) using polynomial codes, where
Rl “ 42 for all l P rLs. For the same number of workers
(N “ 300), RMLCC outperforms MLCC for small values of
L ă 32. For small L, if we shuffle the order in which workers
work through levels, on average each level gets the same
attention. However, as L increases (e.g., L ą 32), the chance
of completing all level at the same time decreases. Thus, the
design of an optimal profile for MLCC is necessary for L ą 32.
Finally, we plot (the dotted line) the expected finishing time
of BICC using polynomial coding for different values of L. It
can be observed that the performance of BICC lower bounds
MLCC and RMLCC in this simulation. BICC attains a 66%
improvement in expected finishing time for L “ 32 when
compared to non-hierarchical polynomial coding.
Figure 6b shows that the expected finishing time of the
RMLCC is 48 msec for pN,Rl, Lq “ p20, 4, 16q, where as for
the polynomial coding of pMx,Mz,Myq “ p4, 1, 1q it is 79
msec. This is a 39% improvement in expected finishing time.
For the same per-worker computation load (Ksum{L “ 4) and
for the same number of workers (N “ 20) MLCC outper-
forms RMLCC and attains a 46% improvement compared to
non-hierarchical polynomial coding. In this simulation BICC
lower bounds MLCC and RMLCC. BICC achieves a 65%
improvement in expected finishing time when compared to
non-hierarchical polynomial coding for L “ 96.
Figure 7 graphs the optimal per-level recovery thresh-
olds, tRlulPr8s for different values of pµcomm, αcommq, where
pµcomp, αcompq “ p10´6, 10´7q. For the line with parameters
pµcomp, αcomp, µcomm, αcommq “ p10´6, 10´7, 10´8, 10´9q, the
network is fast and workers are slow. This yields the most
diverse profile. In the case that pµcomp, αcomp, µcomm, αcommq “
p10´6, 10´7, 10´1, 10´2q the network is slow and workers are
fast. In this case the recovery thresholds are all set equal to
the recovery threshold of the polynomial code (i.e., R “ 4).
This is due to the fact that the same group of workers
needs to complete all their levels. For the parameter setting
corresponding to fast workers, pµcomp, αcomp, µcomm, αcommq “
p10´6, 10´7, 10´2, 10´3q, the optimal profile changes from
the diverse profile of the fast-network case to a constant one.
We note that all profiles approximately have the same average
recovery threshold, equal to RPoly “ 4.
Tradeoffs: Fig. 8 illustrate the tradeoff between total com-
putation load and the recovery threshold of various non-
hierarchical schemes. The total computation load is the max-
imum number of basic operations that each worker is as-
signed to complete. This is equal to C
comp
n in non-hierarchical
schemes and
ř
lPrLs C
comp
n,l in MLCC. Both are equal to
NxNzNy{pMxMzMyq.
In Fig. 8 we first plot (dashed lines) the tradeoff between
total computation load and recovery threshold for polyDot
and entangled polynomial codes. Entangled polynomial codes
outperform polyDot codes at the same recovery threshold.
However, entangled polynomial codes have a smaller total
computation load than do polyDot codes. If the total compu-
tation load is fixed, entangled polynomial codes have a lower
recovery threshold than do polyDot codes. For instance, as is
illustrated in Fig. 8, entangled polynomial and polyDot codes
with parameter set pMx,Mz,Myq “ p6, 6, 6q have, respec-
tively, recovery thresholds of REnt “ 221 and RPdot “ 396
(cf. (3)). The total computation load of each of these codes is
4.6e6.
We next plot (solid lines) the tradeoff between the total
computation load and the recovery thresholds used across
levels for two MLCC approaches. The first is a multilevel
entangled polynomial code. The second is a multilevel polyDot
code. We apply MLCC with L “ 8 to entangle polynomial
and polyDot codes with pMx,Mz,Myq “ p6, 6, 6q. The
per-worker computation load in MLCC is at most equal to
the computation load of the corresponding non-hierarchical
schemes. In other words, workers that complete all their levels
have a computation load of 4.6e6; other workers have lower
computation loads. The recovery threshold of the first level,
R1, is equal to 41 in the multilevel entangled polynomial
code and is equal to 66 in the multilevel polyDot code.
Both of these recovery thresholds are lower than those of
the corresponding non-hierarchical schemes: REnt and RPdot,
respectively. However, the recovery threshold of the last level,
R8, is equal to 864 in the multilevel entangled polynomial
code, and is equal to 1377 in the multilevel polyDot code.
Both of these recovery thresholds are lower than those of the
corresponding non-hierarchical schemes.
We now analyze BICC with L “ 8 using polyDot and
entangled polynomial codes with pMx,Mz,Myq “ p6, 6, 6q.
To apply BICC using polyDot and entangled polynomial codes,
we use pMx,BICC,Mz,BICC,My,BICCq “ p6, 48, 6q. This yields
BICC with recovery thresholds RB-Pdot “ 3420 and RB-Pdot “
1775. Both of these recovery thresholds are approximately
L “ 8 times larger than those of their corresponding non-
hierarchical codes. However, the per-subtask computation load
of these BICC approaches are 1{8 of their corresponding non-
hierarchical codes. For illustrative reasons, the two points cor-
responded to bit-interleaved polyDot code and bit-interleaved
entangled polynomial code are not shown in Fig. 8.
B. Experiments on Amazon EC2
From this section onwards we use Python to implement
large matrix multiplications on a cluster of N ` 1 “t2.micro”
instances (N workers and a master). We use the function
“numpy.matmul” linked to the library “openBlas” to multiply
matrices with entries of type “float32”. We use the package
“mpi4py” for the message passing interface between instances.
We first note that to illustrate the strengths and weaknesses
of various coded computing schemes on EC2 we need to
artificially inject delays into computation (see App. B). In this
artificial-straggler scenario we assign workers to be stragglers
independently with probability p. Workers that are designated
stragglers are assigned one more extra computation per-level
than non-stragglers (i.e., stragglers are half as fast as non-
stragglers). In this artificial-straggler scenario the probability
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of realizing q stragglers among N workers is
`
N
q
˘
pqp1 ´
pqp1´qq.
Effect of L and P :We now discuss the result of implement-
ing coded computing on EC2. The decoder we implemented in
the master solves a system of linear equations which involves a
Vandermonde matrix. Both A and B are 8192ˆ8192matrices
and the average recovery threshold per level (respectively,
KPoly,KB-poly{P, and Ksum{L, where P “ L) is set to 8.
In Fig. 9a we plot decoding time versus number of levels.
We plot (solid lines) the serial and parallel decoding times
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In the hierarchical schemes L “ 8 and Mx “ My “Mz “ 6.
for MLCC. Each data point on these lines corresponds to a
different number of levels, where L P t1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32u. One
can observe that when the decoding process of each level is
carried out serially the decoding time of MLCC is very small.
It is close to that of polynomial codes. The decoding time of
MLCC can be further reduced when the decoding of levels
is conducted in parallel. The decoding time of BICC is the
largest and increases dramatically as L is increased.
Figure 9b plots the average computation time vs. the number
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Fig. 9: (a) The average computation time vs. the number of levels; (b) The average decoding time vs. the number of levels. Both (a) and
(b) plot results from Amazon EC2 where pNx, Nz, Nyq “ p8192, 8192, 8192q, KPoly “ KBICC{P “ Ksum{L “ 8, and N “ 12
of levels, where pNx, Nz, Nyq “ p8192, 8192, 8192q. We con-
sider the artificial-straggler scenario with p “ 0.33. We first
plot (dashed line) the average computation time of polynomial
coding where RPoly “ 8. In bit-interleaved polynomial coding
(and multilevel polynomial coding) we implement a matrix
multiplication of dimensionsNxˆNzˆNy8P (andNxˆNzˆNy8L )
on each of N “ 12 workers per subtask (and per level). We
assume a My-dominated scheme, where Mx “ Mz “ 1
and My “ 8. As in the shifted exponential model, the
bit-interleaved polynomial coding (the dotted line) has the
smallest average computation time. Compared to polynomial
codes, we observe an improvement of 23% in multilevel
polynomial coding where L “ 32. This improvement increases
to 39% in bit-interleaved polynomial codes with P “ 32.
Tradeoffs: Figure 10 plots a tradeoff between average
decoding time and average computation time. For these results,
we set pNx, Nz, Nyq “ p104, 104, 104q, KPoly “ 8, N “ 12
and L “ P “ 10. The dashed blue line corresponds to hierar-
chical polynomial coding when we use serial decoding. For the
solid red line we decode each level in parallel. These two lines
intersect at a small circle marker symbol which corresponds
to bit-interleaved polynomial coding with parameters P “
10,Mx,BICC “ Mz,BICC “ 1,My,BICC “ 80, and KBICC “ 80.
They meet due to the fact that BICC consists of a single code.
Hence, both serial and parallel decoding take the same amount
of time, in this case 0.73 sec. The diamond marker symbols
on each line corresponds to multilevel polynomial coding with
parameters L “ 10,Ksum “ 80,Mxl “ Mzl “ 1, for all
l P rLs andMyl P t12, 12, 12, 11, 10, 9, 7, 5, 2, 0u. The triangle
marker symbols correspond to hybrid polynomial coding with
LHHCC “ 5 levels and Pl “ 2 subtasks per level, l P rLs.
The square marker symbols corresponds to hybrid polynomial
coding with LHHCC “ 2 levels and Pl “ 5 subtasks per level.
Figure 10 demonstrates that hierarchical coding schemes with
a lower number of levels (L) have a less constrained recovery
condition, and thus a lower average computation time when
compared to hierarchical coding schemes with a larger L.
However, the average decoding time in schemes with a larger
L is lower than that of schemes with smaller L, especially
when decoding process is conducted in parallel. The average
computation time of all hierarchical coding approaches outper-
forms that of the (non-hierarchical) polynomial coding, which
is depicted by the star marker. Polynomial coding has a lower
average decoding time when compared to serially decoder in
hierarchical coding. However, its decoding time is larger than
that of multilevel polynomial coding and hybrid polynomial
coding, where LHHCC “ 5 and when decoding is conducted
in parallel. Figure 10 also illustrates that, while the uncoded
method has zero decoding time, it has the largest average
computation time.
Different size matrices: In Figure 11a and 11b we plot
the sum of the average computation and decoding times for
different matrix sizes. To keep the sub-figures comparable we
assign the same computation load to each worker. To do this
we set NxNzNy “ 239 and KPoly “ KBICC{P “ Ksum{L “ 8
in all sub-figures. With this setting, each worker in each
scheme is tasked with completing 236 basic operations. In
each sub-figure we compare BICC and MLCC with uncoded
and polynomial coded schemes. In the hierarchical coding
schemes we set P “ L “ 4. BICC achieves the lowest
computation time. Compared to the uncoded scheme, BICC
and MLCC, respectively, achieve computation time reductions
of, on average, 53% and 47%. Their average reductions are
29% and 20% when compared to polynomial coding.
We now consider decoding time. The uncoded scheme has
zero decoding time; no encoding nor decoding occurs. In
polynomial coding, the master works with a Vandermonde
matrix of dimension KPolyˆKPoly (8ˆ 8). The Vandermonde
matrices in the decoding phases of BICC and MLCC are,
respectively, of dimensions KB-poly ˆ KB-poly (32 ˆ 32) and
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Kl ˆ Kl. As before
ř
lPr4sKl “ Ksum “ 32. Figure 11
illustrates that MLCC outperforms polynomial coding in terms
of decoding time, while BICC has the largest decoding time.
We now consider the sum of computation and decoding
times. In Fig. 11a we consider multiplication of square matri-
ces. This figure shows that the sum of the average computation
and decoding times of BICC and MLCC are both approxi-
mately equal to 3.3 seconds. For polynomial code and uncoded
it is, respectively, 4.3 and 6.4 seconds. When compared to
polynomial coding and uncoded approach, hierarchical coding,
respectively, achieves a 23% and a 48% improvement in the
sum of average computation and decoding times. In Fig. 11b
pNx, Nz, Nyq “ p29, 215, 215q. In this figure BICC has the
lowest sum of average computation and decoding times. BICC
is the best choice.
In Figs. 11c and 11d we plot the average finishing
time for four different schemes: uncoded, polynomial coded,
BICC, and MLCC. As before, we use matrix dimensions
pNx, Nz, Nyq P tp213, 213, 213q, p29, 215, 215qu. For each of
these matrix multiplication problems, we separately measure
average input communication time, computation time, out-
put communication time, and decoding time as required by
each scheme. We sum these to approximate the average
finishing time. Figure 11c illustrates that MLCC with profile
p12, 11, 7, 2q achieves the lowest average finishing time. In
Fig. 11d BICC is the best choice. Hierarchical coding achieves,
on average, a 15% and 28% reduction in average finishing
time when compared to polynomial coding and uncoded,
respectively.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduce hierarchical coded computing
to accelerate distributed matrix multiplication. Through our
hierarchical design, we can exploit the work completed by
stragglers (and by leaders) while, at the same time, providing
robustness to stragglers. To apply hierarchical coding to matrix
multiplication, we connect the task allocation problem that
underlies coded matrix multiplication to a geometric question
of cuboid partitioning. We then develop three hierarchical ap-
proaches each with its particular strengths and ideal regime of
operation. Due to parallelism with coded modulation we term
our approaches bit-interleaved coded computation (BICC),
multilevel coded computing (MLCC), and hybrid hierarchical
coded computing (HHCC). Our proposed schemes allows us
to reap significant performance improvement, in terms of com-
putation, decoding, and communication times. We analytically
study our scheme under a probabilistic model of computation
and communication time. This study is useful in developing
design guidelines. Under this model, we numerically show
that our method realizes a 66% improvement in the expected
finishing time. We also implemented our scheme in Amazon
EC2 and measured a 28% improvement in finishing time when
compared to state-of-the-art approaches.
A direct extension of this work is to apply hierarchical
coding idea into the case of more general computational
problem, e.g., tensor multiplication or non-linear computation,
rather than just matrix multiplication. Another extension is to
use hierarchical coding for a problem of large-scale machine
learning algorithm, where matrix multiplication is a building
block. Last but not least is to extend our order-statistic analysis
to be able to characterize the performance of more general
schemes.
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APPENDIX
A. Statistics observed on Amazon EC2
In this appendix we compare the empirical statistics ob-
served on Amazon EC2 with the shifted exponential model of
Sec. V-B. This comparison validates the model we assumed
in Sec. V-B.
Communication model: Figure 12a shows the histogram
of communication time observed between the master and
N “ 12 workers on Amazon EC2. The master generates
two random matrices of dimensions 5000 ˆ 5000 for each
worker. It then sends each matrix to the respective worker.
This communication occurs in a serial manner from the master
to all 12 workers. We log the communication times across all
workers. We then plot (solid line) the complementary CDF (the
CCDF) of master-to-workers communication times derived
from the Amazon EC2 empirical data in Fig. 12b. We also plot
the CCDF of two shifted exponential distribution. The dotted
line corresponds to the shifted exponential distribution that has
the same scale and shift parameter to that of the empirical data
(µcomm “ 0.22, αcomm “ 0.99). The dashed line corresponds
to the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimate of the distribution.
It can be observed that the shifted exponential distribution is
a good match to the empirical communication time data.
Worker computation model: Similarly, the histogram of
worker computation times is shown in Fig. 13a. The results are
obtained from the time it takes to perform matrix multiplica-
tion across N “ 12 workers over 100 trials. In particular, each
worker multiplies two 5000ˆ 5000 random matrices in each
trial. Turning to the CCDF lines in Fig. 13b, it can be observed
that the CCDF of the experimental computation time (solid
line) closely matches the CCDF of the shifted exponential
distribution that has the same scale and shift parameters as
the empirical data (µcomm “ 0.0210, αcomm “ 3.8037), plotted
using the dotted line. The dashed line plots the CCDF of the
shifted exponential distribution obtained from ML estimation.
The difference between CCDF of empirical data and the ML
estimate is due to the existence of outliers in the empirical
data (cf. Fig. 13a).
B. Artificial straggler
In Fig. 14a, we plot the histogram of the artificial-straggler
scenario in which we selected a subset of 12 workers to be
stragglers according to the Bernoulli(0.33) distribution, i.e.,
p “ 0.33. Thus, roughly 33% of workers are going to be
stragglers. We plot the CCDF of this scenario in Fig. 14b.
Figure 14b illustrates that the ML estimate is a perfect match
to the straggle-scenario data.
C. Proof to expected value of order statistics (40)
Given N independent shifted exponential random variables
T1, . . . , TN with parameters µ and α, let TR˚ denotes the Rth
order statistics (TrR:Ns). Then according to [6] the expected
value of TR˚ is
ErTR˚s “ α`
Nÿ
n“N´R`1
µ
n
« α` µ log
ˆ
N
N ´R
˙
. (49)
D. Proof to ErτBICCs ď ErτNon-hs
The Rth order statistics of the sequence
T commn
ˆ
NxNz
MxMz
` NzNy
MzMy
` NxNy
MxMy
˙
` T compn
ˆ
NxNzNy
MxMzMy
˙
, where n P rN s, is equal to or larger than R´ 1 elements of
the sequence
T commn
ˆ
NxNz
MxMz
` NzNy
MzMy
` NxNy
MxMy
˙
` T
comp
n P
P
ˆ
NxNzNy
MxMzMy
˙
, where n P rN s. Let’s i1, . . . , iR´1 be the indices of these
R´ 1 elements. That is, for all j P rR´ 1s,
T commij
ˆ
NxNz
MxMz
` NzNy
MzMy
` NxNy
MxMy
˙
`
T
comp
ij
P
P
ˆ
NxNzNy
MxMzMy
˙
is equal to or smaller than
T commR˚
ˆ
NxNz
MxMz
` NzNy
MzMy
` NxNy
MxMy
˙
` T comp
R˚
ˆ
NxNzNy
MxMzMy
˙
.
Furthermore, for ij P ti1, . . . , iRu,
T commij
ˆ
NxNz
MxMz
` NzNy
MzMy
` NxNy
MxMy
˙
`
T
comp
ij
P
P
ˆ
NxNzNy
MxMzMy
˙
is equal to or larger than all P elements
T commij
ˆ
NxNz
MxMz
` NzNy
MzMy
` NxNy
MxMy
˙
`
T
comp
ij
p
P
ˆ
NxNzNy
MxMzMy
˙
, where p P rP s. Therefore, the Rth order statistics
T commR˚
ˆ
NxNz
MxMz
` NzNy
MzMy
` NxNy
MxMy
˙
` T comp
R˚
ˆ
NxNzNy
MxMzMy
˙
is equal or larger than at least PR elements
T commij
ˆ
NxNz
MxMz
` NzNy
MzMy
` NxNy
MxMy
˙
` T
comp
ij
p
P
ˆ
NxNzNy
MxMzMy
˙
, where j P rRs and p P rP s. Thus, the Rth order statistics
T commR˚
ˆ
NxNz
MxMz
` NzNy
MzMy
` NxNy
MxMy
˙
` T comp
R˚
ˆ
NxNzNy
MxMzMy
˙
is equal or larger than the RBICCth order statistics
T commn˚
ˆ
NxNz
MxMz
` NzNy
MzMy
` NxNy
MxMy
˙
`
T
comp
n˚ p
˚
P
ˆ
NxNzNy
MxMzMy
˙
, where pn˚´1qP`p˚ “ R˚BICC. From this, we can conclude
that ErτBICCs ď ErτNon-hs.
E. Proof to
řL
l“1NxlNzl{pMxlMzlq “ NxNz{MxMz , where
Myl “My , Mzl “Mz , Nyl “ Ny, and Nzl “ Nz
Recall from (5) that
ř
lPrLsNxlNzlNyl “ NxNzNy. Incor-
porating the above choices of Myl,Mzl, Nyl, and Nzl into (5),
yields
Lÿ
l“1
Nxl “ Nx. (50)
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As is shown in (32), we also have that Ksum “řL
l“1MxlMzlMyl “ LMxMyMz. Using the above choice
of Myl,Mzl, Nyl, and Nzl in to (32), results in
Lÿ
l“1
Mxl “ LMx. (51)
Considering (50) and (51) together with the assumption (6)
that NxlNzlNyl{pMxlMzlMylq « NxNzNy{Ksum, yields
Nxl “ NxMxl{pLMxq. (52)
Combining these three expressions proves thatřL
l“1NxlNzl{pMxlMzlq “ NxNz{pMxMzq.
F. Derivation of optimization problem (48) and extension to
the fast-worker regime
1) Fast-network regime: To obtain the optimization prob-
lem (48), we first find the upper and lower bounds for
ErτMLCCs. Since ErτMLCCs is an expectation of max function
(cf. (46) and (47)), the upper bound is [28]
ErτMLCCs ď
¨
˝max
lPrLs
”
E
”
T
comp
R˚
l
l
ıı
`
gffeL´ 1
L
Lÿ
l“1
Var
”
T
comp
R˚
l
l
ı˛‚
ˆ
ˆ
NxNzNy
LMxMzMy
˙
(53)
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This upper bound (the right-hand-side of above inequality) can
be further bounded and yield the new upper bound
ErτMLCCs ď
ˆ
max
lPrLs
„ˆ
αcomp ` µcomp log
ˆ
N
N ´R˚l
˙˙
l

`
gffepL´ 1q
L
Lÿ
j“1
j2
Nÿ
i“1
1
i2
˛
‚ˆ NxNzNy
LMxMzMy
˙
(54)
Inequality (54) follows App. C and [29], which result in
Var
”
T
comp
R˚
l
l
ı
“ l2
Nÿ
i“N´Rl`1
1
i2
ď l2
Nÿ
i“1
1
i2
. (55)
Following the convexity property ofmax function, the lower
bound of ErτMLCCs in a fast-network regime is
ErτMLCCs ě max
lPrLs
„
E
”
T
comp
R˚
l
l
ıˆ NxNzNy
LMxMzMy
˙
« max
lPrLs
„ˆ
αcomp ` µcomp log
ˆ
N
N ´R˚l
˙˙
lˆˆ
NxNzNy
LMxMzMy
˙
.
(56)
The second approximation in (56) follows App. C.
To optimize the recovery profile, we first use the set
tRlulPrLs that minimizes the upper-bound (54). To obtain this
optimization problem, we use (54) as the objective function
of a minimization problem where tRlulPrLs are the variables.
To solve this min-max problems,
min
Rl
„ˆ
max
lPrLs
„ˆ
αcomp ` µcomp log
ˆ
N
N ´R˚l
˙˙
l

`
gffepL ´ 1q
L
Lÿ
j“1
j2
Nÿ
i“1
1
i2
˛
‚ˆ NxNzNy
LMxMzMy
˙fifl ,
(57)
we note that the term
b
pL ´ 1q{LřLj“1 j2řNi“1 1{i2 and
the coefficient
NxNzNy
LMxMzMy
in (57) are independent of Rl,
so can be ignored. We then introduce an auxiliary variable
z to recast the problem as the optimization problem (48).
The second constraint, Rl ď Rl´1, is due to the sequential
behavior of workers. This means that more workers finish
their first subtasks than their second, etc. The third constraint,řL
l“1Rl “ LR, is due to the assumption that the master
requires the same total amount of completed computations
in MLCC and non-hierarchical coding scheme. We note that
while the per-level recovery thresholds are integer, we relax
the integer optimization problem into the convex optimization
problem (48).
The difference between the upper-bound (54) and the lower-
bound (56) isgffepL ´ 1q
L
Lÿ
j“1
j2
Nÿ
i“1
1
i2
ˆ
NxNzNy
LMxMzMy
˙
,
which is constant with respect to the recovery profile Rl.
Therefore, the optimization problem which is yielded from
minimizing the lower-bound (56) is identical to the optimiza-
tion problem (48). This shows that the same recovery profile
tRlulPrLs minimizes both the upper and lower bounds.
2) Fast-worker regime: Similar to the previous regime, in
a fast-worker regime the optimal recovery profile is obtained
by minimizing the upper and lower bounds of ErτMLCCs in
the following optimization problem.
Optimization Problem 2: The solution set to the following
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optimization program yields the set tRl “ RulPrLs.
min
z, tRlu
z
s.t.
ˆ
αcomm ` µcomm log
ˆ
N
N ´Rl
˙˙
ď z, @l P rLs,
Rl ď Rl´1 ď N, @l P rLs,
Lÿ
l“1
Rl “ LR.
(58)
Proof : Since αcomm and µcomm are fixed variables that are inde-
pendent of Rl, we can assume without loss of generality that
the objective of above optimization problem is to minimizing
logNpN ´Rlq. This is equivalent to minimizing Rl. We can
therefore determine optimal recovery profile, by solving the
optimization problem
min
tRlulPrLs
R1
s.t.
Lÿ
l“1
Rl “ LR, @l P rLs,
Rl ď Rl´1 ď N, @r P rRs,
Rj P Z`, @j P rLs.
(59)
Relaxing the integer constraints on the tRlulPrLs, we can
reformulate the relaxed problem as the following linear pro-
gram;
min
tRlulPrLs
R1
s.t.
Lÿ
l“1
Rl “ LR, @l P rLs,
Rl ď Rl´1 ď N, @r P rRs.
(60)
Since R1 is the maximum element of the sequence
tRlulPrLs, it is always larger or equal than the average,řL
l“1Rl{L. Therefore, merging this with the first constraint
results in R1 ě R. The set tRl “ RulPrLs is the only solution
that satisfies the above constraints and minimizes the above
optimization problem.
